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ABSTRACT
Interviews with 40 experienced prosecutors indicated that, even in major cities, an
average of only 4.5 rape cases per proseculi3r actually proceed to trial, while only 2.5
result in a conviction. Since the handling of rape cases is often an unfamiliar task, this
Manual has can designed as a reference. worIL
The report begins with a discussion of the historical prejudices prosecutors, judges, and
juries have had toward rape victims. Although the victim is often thought to contribute to
the offense, a study of police records in five cities show that substantial tIneats against the
.victini's life were made in_ 60 percent of cases and strong-arm force was used in 75
percent. The manual describes medical tests that should be conducted immediately and at
intervals after report of the attack and recommends questions that should be asked at the
crime scene. Forensic evidence that should be gathered is also dipcussed. The process of
plea bargaining and the popular concept of the degree, of seriousness" of rape .are
c nsidered in order to aid the prosecutor who must determine his chances of winning the
se. Because of popular prejudices, the rape case must be especially well prepared.
Therefore, the presentation and evidence, the treatment of witnesses, methods of discovering possible juror bias, and other trial tactics are also discussed in detail.
Finally, the report concludes with appendixes presenting sample forms for recording
information from medical and forensic examinations, a bibliography, and a description of
rape victim services in various cities.
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PREFACE
The criminal justice. system must respond aggressively to the crime of rape at many
levels. This report is one of a series of documents which explore the range of potential
responses. They are the result of a two-year study of rape unddrtaken,by the Battelle Law

aid, Justice Study Center and funded by a grant from t

N lions' Institute of Law

Enforcement and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) of the Law Enforce
istration.

t Assistance Admin..

a comprehensive
prosecutors'
offices
examination of this crime. A total of 208 police departments and
ei
In
addition,
1261
were surveyed in regard to their procedures and policies toward
determine
the
case reports from five metropolitan police departments were a
injury
inflicted
circumstances under which reported rap_ e offenses occurred, the e
on victims, and the manner in which cases were handled by poll , prosecutors, and
courts. Extensive interviews were conducted with 65 prosecutors, 36 olice officers, sal
L46 rape victims in six cities throughout the country. These interviews were designed to
explore how policy was implirnented at various levels of the criminal justice system and
'what problems the interviewees perceived in the system's response to rape. Finally, the
legal literature concerning rape was reviewed and the status of rape law in every state was
determined by a_ nationwide telephone survey.
This document focuses on the response of the prosecutor to the crime of rape at the

The Battelle Center adopted several research strategies to

filing and trial level. A companion document entitled Forcible Rape: Prosecutor Ad.
ministrative and MO Issues discusses many of the same topics but from the perspective
of the policy maker in the prosecutor's- office. Both documents have been based on
structured interviews conducted with 40 trial depeties and 25 prosecutors in policy making
roles. The professional experience of the 40 trial prosecutors ranged from less than six
months to nine years, with a median experience of three years. Only prosecutors who had
worked with rape caseOwere selected to be interviewed. At the time we interviewed them
they had had on the average (median number) 1.5 rape cases presented to them for filing
and 10 rape cases assigned for trial. An average of only 4.5 rape cases per prosecutor had
actually proceeded to trial; of these, an average of 2.5 had resulted in a conviction. While
several very experienced prosecutors were interviewed, the general sample suggested that
even those prosecutors who have dealt with rape cases have a relatively limited expertence.

The purpose of this document is to discuss the filing and trial responsibilities of
prosecutors as they specifically pertain to the crime of rape. It is designed, in part, for use
by individual prosecutors who are assigned to rape cases, For these prosecutors, it can be

used as a reference text to suggest new ideas and to facilitate comparison of their
experiences with those of other prosecutors.,In addition, it can be used as a training
manual to stimulate discussion among prosecutfirs who have not had extensive-experience

with rape cases. It is hoped that this manual may not only provide specific guidance to
prosecutors involved with particular rape cases, but also serve as a catalyst for new ideas
and attitudes- regarding the crime of rape and criminal prosecution.
To facilitate clarity of style, an editorial decision has been made that rape victims and
victim advocates will be referred to as she_" All other persons, including prosecutors,
will be referred to as he This is clearly an arbitrary distinction, though it accurately
reflects tale prevailing pattern of sexes involved in rape cases and their disposition.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The recent public attent ten focused upon the crime of
rape has often manifested itself in vigorous criticism of
the prosecutor. Because he plays an integral pap in the
criminal justice process, the prosecutor is often identified

titled and addressed, the record of prosecutors is likely to
remain subject to public criticism.

with the meager record of the entire system. It is estimated, for example, that less than two percent of all

crime, deserves the attention, concern and -understanding
of the prosecutor. While the violence experienced by the

reported rapes result in a conviction for rape.' As a

rape victim may be analogous to the trauma known by
other victim's, it is becoming increasingly clear that the
impact of this crime is often special and profound. The
prosecutor. as a government official to whom the victim
has turned, has an obligation to treat her with dignity and
respond appropriately to her needs.
The victim is also the mosrimportant witness in the

public official who is an influential member of the criminal justice system; the prosecutor inevitably niirst share
responsibility for this failure.
Direct criticism has been made of the prosecutor
response, to the crime of rape. The filing and plea bat
gaining practices of many prosecutors suggest that the y
are not committed to aggressive rape prosecution rat her,
they are cautious and unwilling to file or try difficult
cases. The attitudes of many piosevutois icnkaid raux
suggest that they still embrace the myths, nova dis

,,itnc
credited, that base hismiNall
ticatioent ot ktinc,
Finally, theu often
suggests that prosecu_ irs do not appreciate 0, in,,,coaand
thp impact of rape 2 Vv fide c el plc c nut H lined oil
doubtedly -acknowledge the*sertousness or Jape-, until
cd huh. .iilt,11114.11
lgcently pros craws fiac
this crime
Sonic oh fihe
.rc IAA 1.1SSL dELD1. to
i-0111pir issue:, It.
unfair,
simple solnit ons. Nonetheless ,C;, er 1I l rr,stc of
identified Nig ficant problems in traditional rope
ecution and has begun to conhota Mem lot eXairipir
prosecutors have Creak-Ai Tcislall,, mired tiling units
whose personnel are serc--atiNe ti, , triton needs Rape
cases have been assigned to cc, tai., idthei than an trial
lawyers Within an Otrh;e in oidei that e yeltINt_ Can be
iiintica
cultivated and Lou :shield i
then
ecutors have appointed
.

11

with the pot kr lob
own offices, formed clo,,et
c_angr
arid
pl,,Ilitligated
aggp:,,,dve
VI
Ned for legislative
ot thcsc pit
filing and plea _ hin-gaining
grams have begun to demonstrate thin the v11111111,11 ins

lice system can win rape cases and ,uppoir tape viLthils
Rape is not unique in its demands upon a beleagitited
criminal justice system However. rape does pose scveral

problems that demand special t:onSkierotiort by pros
ecutors. Some of these issues are inheielit vino!) the
nature-of the crime itself: others result from the recent
public attention focused upon rape mid the response of
the criminal justice system.

these issues me
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The Victim. The prosecutor's concern with the rape
victim is two-fold. First, the rape victim, as a victim of

prosecutor's case. He must-therefore help create a crirni-

justice system that will encourage the victim to
prosecute. In addition, he must work to facilitate communication with the victim and prepare her to be an
effective witness. Given the nature of the crime and its
impact upon the victim, special skills may be requited,
at which the prosecutor may be only dimly aware.
The- Crime: Prosecutors generally acknowledge that
tape is Among the most difficult crimes to prove. Where
the issue is identification of the suspect, the crime is

similar to the most difficult one-on-one.' robbery.
Whew the victim and the suspect have been acquainted

and identity is nut an issue, there is often an inherent
defense of consent The state's case may turn on whether
a crime even took place, a posture that is uncommon
ith other violent crimes.
The crime of rape often occurs in the darkness of night
,,rid without witnesses: Physical evidence to prove either
identity of the assailant ot the victim's lack of consent is

infrequently found. As a result particular care must be
given to the gathering ot every available piece of evi
deuce and the developing it its potential as proof. Such
care may require training and expertise that few -prosecutors presently postess.
1'/tr Law. As recent law review articles and legislative
Mons imply, the traditional rape law has been undergo-

ing profound change.' Ongoing legislative activity with
regard to the admissibility of evidence, the definition of
the crime and the penalty structure for rape should alert
the prosecutor to the need for active involvement with
lass reform The prosecutor must keep abreast of legal
change; he must also be in a position to Influence the
legislative debate as a representative both of the electorate anU,of the criminal Justice system. In addition, much

of the legislative reform has been achieved with promises
that there will be increased prosecution; and the responsibility for implementing changes resides with the prosecutor.

Many hospitals have developed protocols for the examination and treatment of rape victims. In most large jurisdictions, a rape crisis line is available to assist victims.

The Public. At the sanie time that pan of the public
insists on more aggressive rape prosecution, another
part, often seated as jurors, seems unwilling to label an

grams and cooperate with them in the pursuit of common
goals. Where such programs do not exist, the prosecutor,
as an elected official, may have a special responsibility to
work for their development.

individual a rapist without the most compelling of

The prosecutor must be aware of these and other pro-

__cases.3 Thus, while there may be pressureto file moreWhile each rape case is unique and therefore no
rape cases, there is also the practical reality that social , document can outline "how to" prosecute rape cases,
attitudes may make these cases particularly difficult to
this manual discusses those strategies and techniques
win at trial. This dilemma suggests the need for careful
which seem fundamental to the aggressive proseution of
jud

nt in the filing, plea bargaining and trying of rape

Jury attitudes can be overcome, but only if the
prosecutor is genuinely committed to his case and can
skillfully choose and then convince the jury Conserva
live public attitudes toward this crime may ultimately
require the prosecutor to become actively involved in a
'program of public education.
The criminal justice aystetii
hc it tettiols (I) w lit, 1i
the criminal justice system responds to the crime of rape
arc already undergoing significant kflange Mite police
'depanments have Instituted intensive 'taming dit,1
created specialised units to 111,cstigate tope ..3011pleunts

"..
as City. M

nature of this crime and its likely impact on the rape
victim, will he be able to make appropriate legal judgments about the case. The manual then discusses the
evolution of the rape case' from ding through trial,
suggesting ways in which the prosecutor can Tamarac
the possibility of conviction. Finally, it considers the
importance of prosecutor interaction with police, medik.a,I personnel and victim counselors to facilitate the pros
cc tinull tit rape.
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CHAPTER 2. RAPE AND ITS VICTIMS
It is unlikely that a prosecutor will become involved
with many rape cases in his entire career In addition, he
is subject to the same myths and media presentations that
influence everyone's perception of what is rape and who
are its victims. The purpose of this chapter is to inform
prosecutors abOut rape and to replace stereotypes with a
more factual portrayal. By appreciating the nature of the
rape victim's trauma, the prosecutor may be better pre 6
pared to establish rapport and communicate with her. By
understanding both the facts and the myths of rape, the
prosecutor may be better equipped to objectively assess
the case and later more corn. incingly argue to the jury
The case that appears to he factually weak iw_q Iii t,o,
be a much stronger case, disguised by a -,II.11111 w(10 1,N

reacting enwilonall) ti, Ibc ...Anne and thiyeiccied f1i .1
prosecutor whet is uiitauillaal with OK oditiplcNIth.!, in
rape.

2.1 The inotteli,e

As part of this study, 1.261 police reports from live
metropolitan police departments and 146 victim interviews from three cities -were analyzed in detail. The
lollowing patterns emerged trorn this research.
a. Victims. The victims of rape were usually young
and single. Police reports indicate that over half of the
victims were 20 years of age or younger. Another quarter

to one third of the victims were under 25 years of age,
While less: than 15 percent,of the rapes _reported to the

police involved woMen over the age of 30. Although
women of all racial groups reported rapes, black women
were slightly overrepresented when compared to their
numbers in (he general population.
b Offenders Most offenders were estimated to be
then ovelitie.s and, on the average, foul to five years
01,191 than their victims In general, racial minorities
tended to be overrepirseuted in the offender population.
In areas where the minority population is relatively

0(10 of leported to uaeported tapes i.inge from on., in

the number of minority offenders identified by
lepoitiog victims was tour tIVC times greater than their
lepiesentation in the population as a whole. There was
unusual about the physical charac
lcilsit Iii offendeiN the majority of victims described
(heir wo,ailants as aye:live in terms of height and weight.
III app,,simatel) tit! pet cut 01 the cases tepoited to the
police, the rapist was a complete stranger to the victim
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phases of psychological response: (I) the acute phase.
( 2) the adju.stnient phase, and (3) the integration phase.' '
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CHAPTER 3. FILING
Whether to tile charges is perhaps the most important
decision die prosecutor makes with regard to rape cases.'
Analogous to the police decision to investigate the com-

plaint, the decision to tile marks the formal entry of the
case into the criminal justice. system. More importantly,
the decision nor to file essentially terminates the involvement of the criminal justice sys.tern with the crime
While decisions to tile rape charges are highly visible
nd systematically reviewed through the adversary pros
ess, the decision not to file is virtually Invisible and
7iinreviewahle. A decision to file is thus critical to the
prosecution of rape uses
Prosecutor decisions na,c
liven quite ssnt
servative at the tone of filing and have been dominated
by two perceived characteristics of rape vases Pros
ecutors have been cautious becau,e, rust, it is believed
that rape reports are (Oen lalsely made. Vv`igniore. the
prominent legal sommentano
has
Nrlitcn at,oul
psychological roots fif such take ..trait
Modern psy stnarrists

behavior of young girls and woolen coning
bettor the ,Quit iii all sore
I heir
psychic complexes are ,nultitarioos, di,aorred
partly ft!, inherent dete,t,. pat tis t.sA had sak Sal
env ironnteni partly tr, tetripolatr, rhystologi
cal 01 emoinntal xon,iitions One toner taken h\
these complexes is that
soralising raise

charges of sexual offense, Ii, Itch
rrr,,,ecutors MUM etiii,ni.ndv 3i1e 4 laLa
unpaid prostitutes, or the you,.g
ystko
explain her piontisxuir, to a tainCI us tau), r+ tend the
legal system has reinforv,:d this Nkcla. i,lit ta) Sequulsig
corroboration of Mr slime aid
,auji(4i,11y Insitric
tivins to the lulu or t
t illiiniillg esteltslac cross
examination ,fir iti
dill I t ',teen false ter,,,,,ts that
hare passed ponce
',ta=rot 1.1 ha c otter. In
sisied on per
tine' vie, mg arc sixth), Heroic nttrig
or required that she take a p(ly graph cainniontai 4
Neither of these procedure.. is normally .equired tit the
fit ingot other clones
i

Second. faosccuior,.

.

I

low I

al. W,

unplainant's velasity flat c t.L-ek
in hie i,l Ilig
of rape cases because they du tact tied to t air did-knit
to win Caution has tern excicised partisolatly in those
states whose laws have errxted procedural hairiers to
effective prosecution. In additioi. the political need in
sortie junsdictions,Ao aiiitain a high conviction rate has
led prosecutors too
only those sases wiith a high
Pr

It is impossible to accurately assess the validity of the
prosecutors' coneerns'about rape cases. Not only are no
statistics available regarding the number of false, complaints reported to the prosecutor, but these concerns are
self-fulfilling prophecies. If the prosecutor does not beheve-the victim, the case is not hied and therefore cannot
be woo. If the prosecutor is unwilling to risk loss at trial,
then the case will not he tiled and failure is assured.
An additional factor also can account for conservative
attitudes at filing. The crime of rape involves sexual acts
that

in other situations are perfectly legal. There are

many cases in which it is a question whether the sexual
contact was done in a criminal or social context; and here
the prosecutor's decision may he influenced by his own
ideological view regarding the nature of rape. One pros,
ecutor who was interviewed as part of this survey clearly
distinguished between rape victims who were employed
of who were housewives with families and rape victims
who were unmarried and on welfare It became clear
from his statements and those of others that personal
attitudes toward women, sexuality and race may all attee the prosecutoLs decision making While every pods
ecutor condemns rape as a heinous offense, not every
inosectnor would agree on what constitutes a alive Ihis
taxior xonthmed with the tear of false rcpot4s and the
reed lot probable cons icoons has made ruing tudgiuctll,s
a ,eraial problem of rape prosecution.
Prosecutors has e recently begun to ree xamint24ome

ti,cur assumptions regarding rape cases. While eetypiie
would concede that rape reports are occasionally hal
smcd. many prosecutors have rejected Wigmore s phi
losoptty They no longer assume false reporting and no
longer require extensive use of) the polygraph and pre-

Kling imetsiews They conclude (hat it is unlikely a
womaa would subject herself to die insensitivity of the
,,nonnal justice system in order to lodge a false coin
plaint While prosecutors still consider rapt eases to be
difficult to win, a new recognition of the seriousness (Artie xonte has encouraged prosecutors to take greater
risks at the filling stage Attitudinal changes, coupled
with legal changes in many states, have encouraged the
riling of tape cases that previously would never have
even reached the prosecutor The appropriate standard
tot Kling now appears to be only whether there is a
"reasonable posse )lily 01 conviction:
This chapter explores the process of case tiling and
suggest. Ming strategies to maximize the possibility of
later success ap trial. It largely assumes that the police

and prosecutor believe the victim is truthful and the
defendant is guilty of the crime. if the prosecutor &=
heves that the defendant is innocent, the case :should
never be filed, for the prosecutor has an obligation to the
criminal justice system beyond his adversarial role. But

assault she may he more or leo aware of the specific
nature of the act. Generally, the victim's testimony can
establish all of the elements of the rape cases In those

he is obliged to utilize his adversary skills to insure

states which do not require corroboration, this testimony
will suffice to withstand a motion to dismiss at the end of
t :7 state's case, The successful rape prosecution, however. is built upon corroboration of every part of the

conviction.

victim's testimony, even if it is not legally required.

once the prosecutor is convinced of the defendant's guilt,

Additional evidence olpenetration is most, Cornrnonly
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In practice, the hung, of a et-in-anal case usual!) in

volves a brief presentation by the invcsngating detective,
followed by Me prosecutor quickly leading the Lo:+c tile,
perhaps interviewing a key witness. glancing at tilc ap
propriate statute. and then tilling out innumerable loinis
The intellectual process of legal evaluation and evideti

nary assessment becomes routine to the ewe' ienced
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may he irorriediately available: ( I) evidence Qf traorna to
the orifice which was penetrated and (2) evidence of an

emission by the assailant.fi However, penitration can
occur without evidence of trauma and withojt an emission by the rapist,
A skilled gynecologist or trained general practitioner

should perform a special examination of the victim
shorty after the attack. If there has been penetration,
signs of laceration, inflammation and abrasions may be
apparent at the point of penetration. The extent of trauma
ie..ealed may depend on the age and sexual maturity of

(tie victim, the instrument of penetration and the Qii,
,Lilic.latICeti of the intercourse The doctor should specifi,ally des,obe his observations with reference to location
and .Ls el ity Thc prosecutor should inquire how these
observations relate to the victim's depiction of the
Ls
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derived from the medica)b- examination of the victim
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with a pal tie olar reagent It acid phosphatase is found to
e \is( to the aspnate or swabbed sample, then it is likely
Ow cc-iictimion and ejaculation took place.
t his sample can also be examined rnieroopieally to
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ac id phosphatase in the scruple and the condition and
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sperm. It is important to remember that the assail,mi may
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semen is found, he may have used a condom air withdrawn prior to any ejaculation_ In addition, the semen
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normal cleansing processes of the human body 4 At cet
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a rape case hinge on

nse in

cases the defendant will either acknowledge the inter,
course but argue that it was consensual, or deny the
intercourse was with hint, Regardless of the fact IN( a
medical/foiensie exami nation may not be central to the
case, the p -ecutor should insist that it he perfootled ui e cry ea,
thcic 4c several icasoto tor the
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Rarely does the de

writ:the] air Heil there was perICIration, While this defense
Is common in statutory rapc cases, in most forcible rape
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The victim's identification of the defendant can he

to eliminate the victim as the secretor of the identified

corroborated if she can accurately describe the location
of the rape and that location is in the sole control of the
defendant.. For example, it the rape occurred in the
suspect's van or aparmrent, the victim's description of
the scene can independently suppoti her identification of
the suspect. The victim's mentors of a bumper sticker.
car stereo or the pattern of furniture in a room can not

blood group. lithe specimen reepvered from the scene or
the victim has. been touched by someone, such as the
investigating police officer, perspiration could contami-

only lead to the suspect's arrest, but substantiate her
lineup identification. The prosecutor who suspects that
identification will become an issue at trial, might encouran artistic victim to drays, a sketch ot the libel of of
the suspect's an or apartment; a subsequent search i,4,11

rant of the premises could produce photographs which
can be introduced and compared to the sketches at trial
While at the time of trial the defendant might a kososl
edge his involvement but allege that the intelounse xsas
ccinsensual, the match of the sketch and photogtaph will
the elaho
still lend credibility to the N
rate exercise tit drawing the sketch and taking photo
graphs suggests that neither the victim not the proses tltor
t
ilot would mictitos, &few;
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anticipated that t..e
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nate the sample by adding additional blood factors. If
done properly] however, such blood typing can be an
important inyt,:sogative tool, for a mismatch will post=
Lively eliminafit a suspect while a positive match will
support an independent identification.9 Once again, failure to have such a test-performed will raise the defense
argument that had the test been performed, the defendant

might have been exculpated. The prosecutor should
intike contact with local forensic laboratories to determine if they are able and willing to perform these tests.
When: identification is the key issue, such forensic, inves=

ligation mist ultimately determine the outcome of the
case
:
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I.til A of con:- 1_, Hirer , resistance . The legal andInch characterizes sexual penetration or cont

criminal sautes greatly front state to state. Some states

require proof of the assailant's'foreible compulsion:
others necessitate proof that the victim did not consent:
others require evidence that the victim resisted. Coneep=
malls. these standards establish different burdens with
iegard to the behavior of the victim and the assailant
Sonic statutes emphasize the acts of the rapist, while
the victim." While these
others dwell on the reaction
immolations hasc significant legal implications tot the
prosecutor in the way charges are filed and juries are
institivted hot csaluation of Mc Cs 111211,c at tiling re
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sponsibility of the filing prosecutor to'think through the
eau, anticipate the defense, and prepare evidence for the
e of.trial
ibte, to

trial.

Anticipating defenses. An integral part of evaluating
the evidence at the time of filing is the anticipation of
defenses. While it is difficult to separate consideration of

can be very fruitful. Potential alibi witnesses should be
contacted and "pinned dow' n" to a story. If The -suspect
lives at honie, his family could be queried, about his
whereabouts on the evening in question. If therdo nor
have an answer, that, in and of itself, can be important
for later cross-examination. Similarly, if the suspect is
married, a few brief questions posed to his wife may be
critical months later when she may be "reminded" of
-where be was that night. While the defendant could not
be cross-examined about his refusal to speak to the detective, his family's refusal could be used to suggest fabri-

the state's evidence and the defendant's response, anticipating and responding to defenses even at the filing
stage is important enough to justify special attention.

cation or error if they later testify on the defendant's
behalf. Given the limitations on resources, it may be

While defenses can be combined, and are often not clear
even to the defense attorney until just before trial, they
do seem to fall into several distinct patterns. These in-

prosecutor and the police must carefully decide who
should be contacted. Especially with regard to an alibi

clude: defense as to identity, defense as to consent,
psychiatric delenge, general denial and legal defense,
and that there was no intercourse."
The most decisive way to determine the defense is to
ask the defendant. The prosecutor should insist that -prior

to the filing of any rape case, the suspect be contacted
and urged, within legal bounds, to give a statement. It is
less important what is said than that something is said.
Very often the defendant will give clues to what his
defense will be: more )mporiantly, he may foreclose
defenses that will appear more convenient nearer to trial.

Once the case is filed, it may be `too late to expect the
defendant to say anything regarding the case.
a. Defense as to identity. This is a common defense
where the facts of the rape suggest' extreme force or
seXuai abuse that, would make a consent defense 'uri
likely. If the facts further suggest that the victiesoppormay to observe the defendant was limited or distorted,
or the suspect attempted a disguise, then the prosecutor
may anticipate an identity defense. As already indicated,
except where the sexual nature of the assault may provide extra clues, the prosecutor's technique parallels that
in any identification case.
If an identification defense is anticipated, the pros, ecutor should attempt to learn everything he can about
the defendant as quickly as possible. Once the rap sheet
is obtained, inquiries into prior arrests and convictions
should follow to determine if the defendant has a modus

operandi that can tie him to the crime. Admission of
such evidence of other crimes is difficult. However,
unless the prosecutor explores the background of the
defendant, he will not even be able to attempt this maneuver.

Coincident with an attack on the state's identification
evidence, the defendant will often attempt to establish an
alibi. This strategy may not he known to the filing prostrutor. but if it is a possibility, immediate investigation

impractical to interview all potential alibi witnesses; the

defense, timing is a key element of case preparation.
b. Defens( as to consent. If the filing prosecutor and
the police could anticipate a consent defense I trial, their

investigation at the time of filing would take a very
different turn than if identification were the issue. With a
consent defense, the case must be built by corroborating

every facet of the victim's testimony, for her veracity,
rather than her ability to identify, will be at issue. If the
victim is believed by the trier of fact, then the defendant

will most likely be convicted. The prosecutor must
amass enough evidence to prove that the victim's story is
more logical, and therefore more believable, than that of
the defendant.

The prosecutor may be able to demonstrate lack of
consent as well as establish identity by reference to the

defendant's prior crimes with similar patterns. If such
evidence is available and admissable, it can dramatically
portray how the defendant consistently forces victims to
submit and then argues that the intercourse was consensual.

If the defendant has given a taternent, the prosecutor
might isolate obvious points of disagreement between the
defendant's and the victim's versions of the incident and

then seek evidence that would support one ;tory rather
than the other. The smallest piece of corroborating evidence on a disputed point may be critical, for the defendant's story in a consent defense will closely parallel that
of the victim. Laborious detail with regard to what happened before the rape may be identical in both stories,
with divergence only at the moment of the rape.
After a careful analysis of the available evidence, and
aware that more evidence may develop later, the filing
prosecutor may determine that the case will depend
solely on the testimony of the suspect and the victim. At
this point, the filing deputy can do little except clearly
signal to the prospective trial attorney that the issue will
be credibility and the success of the case m'ay very well

depend on preparation of the victim for trial.
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C.: Psychiatric .dejenst.. Psychiatric defense can be
anticipated:- where the faelifirfaabitoratie. air hello* andthef,identification evidence Ts persuasive. Often the defendant has confessed and has little to argue later except

`that he was'fiot criminally responsible. Depending on
state law. this defense may be signalled early to facilitate
psychiatric examination. The psychiatric defense is usu-

ally declared after the case is filed and may not be
anticipated by the filing proSecutor In fact, the harder
the filing deputy works to foreclose identity and consent
defenses, the harder he may be pushing the defendant to.
an insanity defense.
Unless the defendant is obviously insane, the prosecutor's response to such a defense is that the defendant
was responsible for his acts, The prosecutor should locate a psychiatrist to interview the defendant and even
the rape victim. Because the victim was actually present
at the time of the crime, sk may be able to provide the
psychiatrist with 'valuable information=regarding the ac-

tions of the defendant, It should be noted that defense
psychiatrists rarely interview the victim,and thus have a
less complete factual basis for their conclusions. In addition. the prosecutor should carefully analyze the defend-

ant's actions prior to, during and after the rape in an
attempt to suggest that the crime was calculated by the
defendant with precision and understanding. Cunning
and' sophistication exhibited in preparing for the rape,
threats and appropriate language used during the rape,
and consciousness of guilt and desire to escape punishment evinced following the crime, would all suggest that
the rape was not the product of an ifresponsible, diseased
mind,

d. Legal defense. In the stro

st cases where the
defendant may have little incentive to plead guilty, his
attorney will be forced to make a rear-guard attack on

corrected and weaknesses be minimized. Simply reSponding to the facts and-itefthe. persuasiveness of the
detective presenting the case will not guarantee the filing
of a strong case. The more questions that the prosecutor
can raise early, the fewer that will be available for the
defense at trial. The more weaknesses that can be signalled to the trial deputy, the more opportunity them will
be to confront them.

3.2 ire - filing Interviews
The most important witness in every rape case is the
victim; she is the essential witness without whom there is
unlikely to be a prosecution. In light of this central role,
the question is often raised whether the victim should be

personally -interviewed by the prosecutor prior to the
making of a tiling decision. Some prosecutors insist on
this protedure, while others never require such an interview. A third group interviews occasionally in special
cases wkre-talking to the victim might clarify particular
aspects of the case."
The decision whether to interview prior to filing is
seldom made on the merits of such a procedure, buton
the traditions, resources and structures of the criminal
justice system in which they occur. In some jurisdictions
allocation of time or resources are insufficient for the
prosecutor to interview every victim. He relies on police
interviews and postpones meeting the victim until she

testifies at the preliminary hearing or the grand jury.
Since practices vary: a closer look at the perceived advantages and disadvantages of pre-filing interviews is
required.

''44aneigas (viva-la/mg Inten.letes. Prosecutors cited
a number of advantages of pre-filing interviews. Victim
interviews provide prosecutors with an opportunity to

every technical ground possible. In fact, the stronger the

timIlv grasp the details of the case and to fcillow up
limited written statements with direct questions to the

case, the more likely it will be subject to legal attack.

victim, In addition, they .allow the prosecutor to meet the

This follows the old maxim: VIlthe tacts are not on your
side, argue the law, and if the law is against you, argue

victim and learn more about her; what she

the facts."
In rape cases, legal attack will develop as it would in
any other criminal case. Searches and sei7ures of the
defendant's person or properly will he carefully
scrutinized. Similarly, any statements that the defendant
has made will be examined for coercion or failure to give
complete and comprehensible constitutional warnings.
Where the identification is based on a photographic montage or lineup, the soggesti'hility of these procedures will
be attacked. Where physical evidence has been gathered
and analyzed, the chain of custody will he examined with
great care.
These legal attacks are not unique to rape case., What
is important to the Wing deputy is that he iinmipiiie
think ahead to potential problems so that errors can he
16

is like,

whether she can articulate her story and is convincing;
how strong a witness she will be: how much work is
required to prepare her for trial. Many prosecutors use
the interview to decide whether the victim is telling the
truth and really wants to prosecute. For some prosecutors
the personal interview provides-an opportunity to explain
the judicial process to the victim and reinforce her decision to prosecute. Through the interview the prosecutor
can portray himself as a personal representative of an

otherwise bureaucratic system, allaying the victim's
tears and answering her questions. Especially in those
jurisdictions where the first post=filing contact of the
victim with the criminal justice system is at the preliminary hearing. prosecutors believe that it is important for
the \mini to he prepared and assured of continued sup
port

.

Disadvantages of pre filing interviews. A number of
disttd;rantages were also cited. Many prosecutors stated
that
tame required to conduct -apre-filing victim
interview not worth the potential benefits. In addition,
they questioned whether the victim should be required to
tell her story several times tidtpolice, hospital personnel
and prosecutors during a short period of time after the
rape. It was_argued that the value of such an interview
WouldPertirft to'virtually all felony cases, and that sinsgling out sexuakassaults. only reinforced stereotypes regarding the unreliability of rail victims. Finally, prosecutors argued that it was better to carefully inform and
prepare the victim just before the preliminary hearing or
trial, rather than before the case, is even filed.
Resolving the debate. The pre-filing interview can
serve several valuable puposs, but these purposes may
be accomplished in other ways. The screening of crimi-

prior to the rape, or the victim had voluntarily aceotnpaniedthe defendant to the scene-of the crime.- Seco
many prosecutors esed the polygraph to "test the will"
of the victim.- -A victim -.who specs ,t0.- take the test is
believed to be willing to have her story confirmed and to
proceed with prosecution. The unstated corollary, of
course, is that the victim who refuses is either not telling
the truth or does not want to prosecute with sufficient
resolve. This viCtim might =consider prosecution whefr
the case is ready for ft al..
There iksignifitant debate about the reliability of the

nal cases may-not require an interview if the police

Where consent is a key issue, and (he defendant believed
the victim consented, the polygraph could suggest that
both parties are telling the truth. This dilemma would not

adeqUately perform this function. Support and ifilomialion can be provided to the victim by trained and sensitive police personnel or victim advocates. The interview

polygraph as an indicator of tnithfulness. A recent House
Committee on Government Operations report concluded
that the reliability of the polygraph had not been eStab-

fished and that u should n6t be used by the federal
government." There fire additional questions about the

reliability of the polygraph in these types of cases.

resolve the legal issues though it would seriously damage

tends to reinforce the notion that the rape victim is

the state's case. The prosecutors who were surveyed

someone whose veracity is inherently suspect. In addi-

displayed their own lack of confidence in the polygraph
when they were asked if they supported the admission of
test results at:trial. The overwhelming majority of the
respondents, including -those who used polygraphs for
pre-trial screening, opposed its admissibility.
Use of the polygraph also has significant indirect impacts on the criminal justice system. Victims who take

tion, an interview at this stage may be complicated by the
c9ntradictory goals of reinforcing the victim and testing
her credibility.
Where. the fact situation seems atypical, or the victim

may require special attention, a pre-filing interview
seems appropriate. The police or victim advocate might
suggest the need for an interview in a particular case,
However, the requirement of universal pre-filing interviews in rape cases when they are not required for other
felonies should be carefully reexamined. If the needs of

the victim and the prosecutor can be served in other

the polygraph examination and pass it provide prosecutors with an incentive to vigorously proSecute the
case and resist extensive plea bargaining. A successful

lygraph examination of the victim can be used to
persuade the defendant and his attorney that a plea of

ways, the prosecutor should seriously question this expenditure.

guilty is appropriate. On the other hand, the act of

3.3 Pre- filing Polygraph Examinations
secutors were surveyed regarding their use of

the examination may only reflect her reaction to the

polygraphs as a pre-filing screening mechanism. While
most respondents acknowledge that it might be a useful
tool for the police and that their police departments used
the device, there was a rang_ e of responses with regard to
their use of the polygraph." While one prosecutor con-

and not in any way mean that she is fabricating her
account or is ambivalent about prosecution. Further-

sidered

it

''the next step up from the Ouija board,

others used it in up to 30 to 40 percent of their cases.
Those prosecutors who used the polygraph cited two
prirnary purposes. First, it allows them to decide who is
telling the truth in difficult cases. While respondents
hoped that the defendant would agree to a polygraph test,
in close cases they frequently request that victims submit

to polygraph examinations prior to any filing decision.
Close cases include those in which the victim is a prostitute, the victim and the defendant had known each other

requesting such a test is still another symbolic suggestion
to the victim that she is not believed. Her refusal to take
consistent dobbt expressed by the criminal justice system

more, prosecutor reliance on the polygraph may suggest
an unwillingness to make difficult decisions. The prosecutor must base his decision whether or not to file a case
on his assessment of the sufficiency of the evidence: a
polygraph cannot tell the prosecutor how strong his case

is. Victim refusal to take a polygraph examination or
inconclusive results may merely provide the prosecutor
with an excuse to decline the case.
If the victim is to be asked to take a polygraph examination, the manner in which the request is made can be
very important. The response of many victims to such a
request reflects the approach of the prosecutor rather than
the victim's opinion of the test itself. If the prosecutor
17
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can explain the purpose of the test wiht understanding,

then it is likely that the violint will be willing to partieipate.

and there is a "reasonable possibility of a conviction.
Any higher standard would-be difficult to Support: Al,
though it might result in a higher conviction percentage._

There is n logical reason to use the polygraph in the
screening of rape cases any more frequently than in the
screening of other cases. Given the present uncertainty
concerning its reliability and its poidntially negative im-

it would lead to few filings and, thus, derrionstrate a very
conservative attitude toward rare.
Proiecutors generally cited three important variables

pact on the attitude of the victim, its use should be,
limited-lo cases where there are olvious' factual dis-

weaknesS of the case. First, there is the defendant. If the
defendant is deemed to be particularly dangerous to the

crepancies inthe victim's statements or the defendant is
willing to submit to a stipulated test.

community by virtue of past crimes -of the quality of
the case under consideration, filing would be justified

3.4 The Filing Decision
After accumulating the information and impressions
suggested in the preceding pages as ,cecessary prerequi-

sites iodine, the prosecutor is still left with a qualitative
judgment whether the information justifies the charging
of a crime. The prosecutor must exercise his discretion
and decide whether the case, even in its strohgest posture, should be filed.
As a preliminary matter, the prosecutor must remain
confident that a crime has been committed and that the
defefidant ,is the correct person to charge. If the prosecutor has significant doubts about whether a crime has
even been committed or the police have identified the
right person., then he should not file the charges. This
decision, however, begs the difficult question of how
confident the prosecutor must be in his case before he
should proceed_ For example, if all evidence points to
the defendant, but the prosecutor is unsure, should the

that must be considered, regardless of the strength or

even with a low probability of success. Where, however,
the defendant has no previous record ,and the case is
marginal in seriousness and difficult to prove, there is
less incentive to proceed. A second variable is the vic-

When the victim is unwilling to proceed or the
emotional trauma of the trial would be a danger to her,
prosecutors have sometimes not filed cases which were

strong and had a high probability of conviction. Furthermore, where the informed victim wanted to proceed
even though the possibility of conviction was low, the
prosecutor often filed cases which would not have been
filed with a less aggressive victim. A third variable often
cited is the nature of the crime itself. Rapes of public
notoriety, such as gang rapes or rapes that have received

significant publicity, are often prosecuted regardless of
their chance of success. The trial acts as a public airing;
any other response by the prosecutor would be politically
unwise_

case be filed to enable the Pry to make the ultimate
decision? If the prosecutor finds the defendant's story

These considetations ultimately raise important policy
questions that can only be resolved at the policy making
level. The filing deputy ,must have a firm understanding

regtirding the consensual nature of the intercourse plausable and believable, though he cannot be sure, should the

of his office's position with regard to rape in order to
make basic filing judgments; if this policy is not clear,

case be filed? Some jurisdictions have the luxury of
sending this type of difficult case to the grand jury.
While, to be sure, the grand jury's dea\ision may be

then he should request its articulation. Rape cases necessitate a special commitment to victims, and prosecution

influenced by the prosecutor's pres'entatiOn. a general
and even-harAd presentation of all the evidence may act
to shift the screening burden Onto the grand jury. In the
past, police skepticism acted as an overefficient screen of
difficult cases; rarely would the prosecutor receive a rape
case for filing where, for example, consent was a viable
defense. As the police become more sensitized to victims, as new personnel assume investigative. functions,

as the rape law changes and as publicitilabout rape
encourages victims to report, the prosecutor will see a
greater volume and variety of cases than ever before.
.The prosecutor must also consider the chances of success later at trial. Even if.he believes the victim and is

confident of the defendant's guilt, he must make the
practical judgment regarding the likelihood of success A

majority tit the prosecutors indicated that a rape case
should be filed if a firima fade case can he established
18

,cannot be easily developed or implemented on a caseby-case basisLThus, any review of the prosecutor's response to thircome requires a basic evaluation of office

policy regarding filing)
Declining the case. There undoubtedly will-be cases
that cannot be filed though the prosecutor believes that
the victim has been sexually assaulted. These cases may

have evidentiary or witness problems that clearly indicate that there is no reasonable possibility of conviction.
In this event, the prosecutor should inform the victim of
the decision an explain its rationale.informing
Infoing the
victim may b
very difficufl task; it is often avoided or
delegated. T prosecutor should realize that his explanations may reinforce the doubt or guilt already felt by
the victim. She may wonder why she even bothered to
report the crime and may feel frustration-and anger toward the prosecutor and the criminal justice system. A
thoughtful and sensitive explanation of why the case will

nat tie filed may assist the victim in resolving her feel'ght discuist-with the victim- the
availability of counseling services-in the community, not

To insure that filing decisions are made consistently;
with reference to the same factomreharoseehtor could-

to suggest that there is something wrong with her, but to
acknowledge that she must be going through a difficult
ordeal. If there has been a victim advocate already in.
volved with the case, the advocates advice and assis-'
tance should be solicited.

chapter is a checklist for the filing of sexual assault cases

use a standardized filing format. At the end of

trims

that could be adapted to individual jurisdictions. It providex both a vehicle for communication among prosecutth and a standard for the consideration -of crap
cases.

3.6 Conclusion

-3.5'Documentotion of the Filing Process
In the course' of the filing prOcess, the prosecutor will
have made a number of deeisions and observations about
the case.S ince it is unlikely in most jurisdictions that the
filing prosecutor will be assigned lathe case for trial, it is
very important that he record and transmit his impres-

sions to the trial attorney. While prosecutors demand
clarity and legibility from police and medical reports,
there are usually few standardized forms or checklists for
prosecutors to pass on information among themselves.
Usually the transfer is done informally; but with shifts of

personnel: lapses of memory. and the crush of time, it
seems likely that information gathered during the filing
process will he lost to the trier of fact.

The filing of rape cases requires a basic ability to
analyze facts and law. as well as the imagination to
picture the unfolding of a cape during an eventual trial.
These are skills that the trained and experienced prosecutor should have acquired. In addition, however, filing
incorporates policies and attitudes which in rape cases
can be particularly important. Filing must reflect amiggressive posture toward rape and a belief that this crime

justifies the taking of risks, and a commitment of resources. This philosophy can be articulated by policy
makers. but it must be implemented by every deputy who
will decide whether a rape case should be filed.
=
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-CHAPTER 4. PRELIMINARY :HEARINps. AND 'GRAND JURIES
probable cause is established in
manner in which probable
Tony cases can have a 'sutxstantial impaci on the .de-

the.preliminary hearing. Especially in urhan `cqunrooms.
the preliminary h4rings for rape cases appear in a calen-

velopment and ultimately the outcome of the case. This is
especially-true in rape cases where the determination
probable cause often cruelly exposes a vulnerable r
victim to the processes of criminal justice. -The extent

dar mixed with hearings for other felonies and even
misdemeanors, The courtroom and. halls are often

which the victim understands the pre-trial procedure,
- whether she is prepared to testify under what ntav he

observe hearings which involve drugs, robbery, homicide
and the like,The courtroom itself reflects the bureaucraticneeds of the participants, The judge has a lengthy ealgadar
to complete, as do the prosecutors, The defense attar neys
impatiently await their turn; once they have an opponunity to speak. they-do not like to relinquish it. The need to
process cases of len creates a tension in the courtroom that

adverse Circumstances.- and whether she is debriefed following her experience. may all affect not only the quality
of her testimony, but whether she will continue; to cooper-

= with the prosecutor at all. Thus it is important to
review the various means to establish probable cause in
rape cases and to suggest how they can he mill/AA to the
prosecutor's advantage..
Procedures for establishing probable cause in felony

cases vary throughout the country,
jurisdictions
require that an adversary. proceeding, often called the
. "preliminary hearing' or the probable cause hearing",
be held in a court of limited jurisdiction. Here the state
presents its ease in a skeletal loon and calls a nffirimum
number of witnesses who are subject to crossexamination. In 'rape cases, the y ictim is usually the
-

state's only witness_ and her cross-I:Sarni nation is often
extensive and abusive. Other jurisdictions do not require
an adversary proceedint,. Often hearsity rs admissible and
the victim is not required to te'so

detective. for example, ina look before a magistrate
and report what the victim told him about the crime. Nlan)
jurisdictions have available a grand jury w here the Y 'COM

Or detective can testify without hiThie sulliei.1 to

I.

ruination. Still others tile felony eases khreCill. 11110 the

trial court without a tor-111011/er] preliminar hearow:
affidavit sworn to by the tiling deputy for e sample when

reviewed by a judge will suffice to establish probable
cause. Other jurisdictions employ a combination of these
practices with signihcant discretion resting In the pros
ecutor. to decide how to establish prohable cause..1-hough
preliminary hearings have come unticr scrrninv recently .2
it is unlikely that a due process standard vv ill prescohe
single method to determine probable cause

4.1 The Preliminary Hearing
In those states which require ads ersai ial 11.141iininal%

hearings, the hearing is often .tn inesplicahle and Ira
matic,e wcnence for the vrcmrn Vi hde the vu ion ina
have some media tamollartiy with the tone 01 a trial. it
would he'unlikely that she could anticipate the reality
22

crowded with witnesses, defendants, relatives or court-

house "regulars who have come to parteipale in or

can he heard. in the tone of the judge and attorneys.
Wunessesare often rudely instructed to step up. sit down,
speak up, answer the question, The victim is often called

to the witness stand without havine met the prosecutor
who will he asking her questions, without having been
prepared for her cross-examination, and without having
seen the defendant since the moment of the rape. The
circumstances. While routine to the professionals, must
seem chaotic to the parties.
With some exceptions, prosecutors who were inter% iewed indicated that they did little preparation for the
preliminary hearings. I rsually a slack of files containing a
range of charges was-lelt with the prosecutor a day or two
be lime the hearing. At best, the prosecutor reads through
the tiles and notes the nature-of the crimes, the necessary
elements, the general tactual patterns and the issues which
need to he esplored at the hearing..Rarely- are the witnesse: personally contacted or preparell in any way prior to
the hearing.. At the time the Case is called, perhaps hours
Mier the y mint has arc \ ed at the courthouse, she is told to
take the witness stand. She is administered the oath and
then generally (ells the s(iA of Pier rape. She makes an
in court identification of the defendant and then is cross- -.
e \allotted by the defense attorney. The eross-examination
is often a protracted and brutal-experience, it is uncIC.ar

how recent es Klentiary exclusions with elaborate trial
court procedures restrain defense attorney s Intent on
Immil tat me the y ictim. The defense attorney mayuse the
prelimmar hearing AS a discovery tool and explore many
issues in a random fashion. He may also use the hearing to

intimidate the %icon, going her a taste, he believes_ of
st, hat she yv ill espenence if she goes through with the trial

I Cfl the Icast CyCliCni:ed (11,11 anomes may respond to
stereotypes oI rape cases and attempt, with more or less
sulNletk to oopo-on the cliiirdc ter of the complainant

satisfied that the

lcptis4 by the judie when he is
al requirements of probable cause

have been *OW The case is then_ eitherbound over to the

=trial court or continued for a period of time for plea
neg,citlitions. Nolte the-hearing is finished, the defendant
and his attorney.leave the courtroom while the judge and
the proaecutor hurriedly proceed to their next case. Rarely
is there an opportunity for the prosecutor to discuss with
the victim what has just. happened.
Purposes of the preliminary hearing. Prosecutors were

asked what they hoped to riehieve at the preliminary
hearing. The range of responses fell into two diitinct
categories which suggested fundamentally different perspectives on the process.3 Many prosecutors considered
the preliminary- hearing_ an opportunity for the state to test

and evaluate its case. The prosecutor can observe the
-victim respond to his questions and to cross -e-examination
by the defense attorney, The victims ability to articulate
the events of the rape, recall specific details and control
her. emotions under realistic conditions are central to the
prosecutor's assessmeht .of his case:
Most prosecutors who considered the preliminary hearing as a test of their case did not believe that preparation of

the victim was required. If the case was fundamentallysound, it would stand on its own at this point. Pre-trial
preparation at- a later point would serve to smooth oui

hearing;-it d id ramore than reveal details of the case to the
defense, while gene possiblyupsefting the-alienating t
victim, At best, some indications of the defense strategy
could, be gleaned, but this result was not worth the risk.

To minimize the risks of victim Al*nil, sonirprosecutors attempted to contact the victim prior to the be4
ing. A personal relationship, might be established while
the prosecutor-and victim discussed questions that would

be asked at the hearing. A victim advocate could be
present if the prosecutor and the victim required extensive
.preparatipn: the advocate might- later sit with the victim

while she waited for her case. to be. called. To these
prosecutors, the hearing-itself was routine; for probable
cause was rarely an issue. The goal of the hearing was to
minimize both, case and exposure. while still fulfilling the
legal requirements to establish probable cause.
Advantages and disadvantages of the preliminary hearing. In jurisdictions requiring preliminary- hearings tht
prosecutor should consider strategies to maximize the
potential advantages and minimize the potential disadvan-

tages of such hearings. In other jurisdictions- where the
prosecutor has discretion whether or not to hold preliminary hearings, a consideration of advantages and disad-,
vantages can assist him in exercising this discretion.
The preliminary hearing poses several dangers 'to the
slate's case by exposing it at its weakest moment. The

rough edges. If the case was not strong, the hearing

result may be to create a record that will endanger the case

provided an opportunityto screen it out of the system prior

at trial and to deter the victim from further involvement

to trial and with little investment of resources. One

with the prosecution. These dangers must be recognized
and compensated 'for by the -proseculor.

prosecutor commented that he wanted to remain physi-

cally and emotionally distant from the victim lest the
victim feel dependent upon him. The prosecutor could
thus he more objective in his evaluation of the case and the

complainant's testimony would he given under more
"realistic'' conditions.
For these prosecutors the preliminary hearing served a
critical screening function. It was anticipated that many
cases would reach the preliminary hearing only to he
reduced or dismissed shortly thereafter. The job of the
experienced prosecutor at the preliminary hearing was to
make a judgement as to which cases deservcd to go any
further.
A much different perspedixe on the preliminary hears
ing was voiced by many prosecutors who did not see the

hearing as a test of their case. To them the preliminary
hearing was a necessary evil whose purpose was to fulfill
technical legal re,quiremeits, Perhaps, they argued, it was

valuable to the prosecut6r in those very rare situations
where the victim would later he unavailable at trial, for her
prelimina;-'y hearing testimony could he used in her place.
Generally, however, these prosecutors believed that little
could he achieved and much could he icaponli/ed at the
preliminary hearing They argued that lithe case had heel,
properly screened at filing, there was little purpose to the

In' most jurisdictions the preliminary hearing is

-

corded and a transcript of the proceedings is available to
counsel for both victim and defendant prior to trial. Some

jurisdictions do not record the preliminary hearing and
only the notes of the parties are available for later refer.
ence. Still other jurisdictions allow recording When, for
example. the defense attorney hires a_court repoftr be
cause a pending civil action is intertwined with the c
nal case.

A record may be useful to the defense.
at least as it is represented by the v tim's
estimony, is pinned down' in the record. Later at trial,

pos loon.

the-victim can he subject to cross-examination by her prior

inconsistent statements or "misstatements'' recorded at.
the hearing. Any experienced attorney can attest to the
power of a transcript from a previous hearing or deposition for purposes of impeachment. It would be an exceptional case when even the best witness cannot be
cross-examined by poor statements, and the rape victim is

likely to be a particularly vulnerable witness. To .the
extent that the victim testifies without preparation, the
chances of her creating a record for her own impeachment

increase dramatically. Her inability to remember details
because she has not read her statements. her reluctance to

be specific because she does not understand the purpose of
the hearing, her nervousness because she do's not like to
_ talk about rape in a crowded courtroom, all accrue to the
advantage of the defense.

.

The preliminary hearing may also threaten the victim's
commitment to prosecution. The cross-examination may
be quite brutal and disturbing to thevictim. She may lose .
faith in the prosecutor for failing to warn:her or protect her
at the hearing. Unfortunately, at the time of the hearing
the prosecutor is often overworked aneoncerned primarily with presenting a series of legally sufficient cases. The
prosecutor may be a different att olSty
i. ey froth the .One who

,-,filed the cake or who will later
it and, thus
eomm' ment and stake in its ol ome may be quite
limite Withouta previously
fished relationship
.

with -t, -victim and .regardless of good intentions, he will

-inevitably appear unconcerned, bureaucratically oriented,

perhaps' even nervous and harrassed. The victim can
hardly feel reinforced in her decision to prosecute when
the attorney to whom she, has turned is impersonal and
outwardly unconcerned. The general setting of the pre,

liminary.hearing-ean also be disturbing to the victim, It is

quite unrealistic to expect a victim to sit comfortably
Among strangers as she awaits her public depiction of a
sexual encounter. All of these factors may not only
influence her ability to testify, but. affect her resolve to
,proceed 'further, as well.
On the other hand, the preliminary heating may provide
several opportunities for the prosecutor to strengthen his
case. First. the prosecutor will inciitably learn something
about the case simply because he has spent some time with
it and has observed its public presentation: The prosecutor

can signal to the trial attorney what areas require further
investigation and how the victim can he better prepared

tor trial. For example, the victim may have particular
problems describing: the details of the sexual act: the
preliminary hearing deputy could alert the trial attorney so
that he could approach the problem prior to trial.
Second, the prosecutor may discover hints of the de-

fense strategy. Though it is unlikely that the defense
attorney will have decided upon a definitive strateg, hv,
the time of the preliminary hearing, questions in cross=
examination may reveal what the detense attorney perceives to be the weaknesses of the state's ease. Particular

attention to this aspect of the case may help the trial
prosecutor anticipate defense trial strategies. Even where

there will be a written transcript for the trial attorneys
use, tone, emphasis and even subtle communication he
i the defendant and his attorney could supplement the
text::
Third, the prosecutor can gather information about the
defendant that etas' he vtluahle for the trial attorney.
While it is unlikely that the defendant will testify it the
preliminary hearing. the prosecutor may be able to assess
24

the type of impression the defendant will make to a jury at

trial. It may be important,. for example, that the trial
attorney be aware that the defendant has changed his
appearance or that his demeanor is abusive, sympathetic
or unattractive.

Fourth, not only will the prosecutor see the victim on
the.Witness stand, but the victim will have an opportunity_
to gain a potentially instructive and valuable experience,
if the rictim is properly prepared in advance and consulted
afterward, the prosecutor may find that the court experience will boost her confidence and allay her fears.

Preliminary hearings and plea bargaining. Probably
the most important institutional impact of the preliminary
hearing is that it facilitates plea bargaining. As a result of
the exposure of the state's case, both the prosecutor and
the defense into i = know more piecisely where they
stand. Vario details have been revealed for the first
time, the v im has actually testified for the record, and
the wh
case assumes a tangibility that cannot be imagined frOm written reports.
..

The significance of this new information and these

impressions vanes, The defendant, for example, may be
struck by the reality of his predicament, especially if he
has been out of jail explaining to his friends and family
that there is'no legitimacy to the charges. His nonchalance
or skepticism about the victim may be shaken when he
actually sees her testify and hears the judge pronounce that

probable cause has been established. In contrast, a poor

presentation of the case may give the defendant the
impression that the case against him is weak; he may
become more confident and reject plea negotiations. If the
case is presented well but is inherently weak, confidence
on the part of the defendant may be justified. If, on the
other hand, a poor presentation of the case reflects inadequate preparation, the defendant may have an unrealistic sense of his position.
Since the key to plea bargaining is a commonly shared

core of information, the public exposure of the case
through the preliminary hearing will enhance plea discussion. Wha _;111parttes must assess is to what extent the
presentatio relre c t s the exigencies of the hearing and to

what extent it reflects the potential of the case for trial.
Arguably, the more prepared the state is, the more the
hearing wilt approximate the trial. Well prepared prel iMinary hearings should thus lead to more accurate assesents of the relavve bargaining positions.
Mavitnizing gains and minimizing lows. Where preliminary hearing) are inevitable, it is logical that the
prosecutor pl
his strategy in advance. to ,Maximize
possible gai a d minimize losses. On balance, the latter
is his prin ry c ncern. The possibility of getting significant hen
from the hearing seems to be outwicighed by the
pot
for damaging the case. If filing represents a firm

decision to proceed toward a conviction for rape. then

the preliminary hearing. If this
ade in advance of the hearing, the
has nprosecutor risks destroying a potentially good case in the
prcices.s of evaluating it.
With regard to the victim's performance and attitudes,
several techniques can be used to minimize risk. First. the

victim must Understand the purpose of the preliminary
beefing. It should. be clear that while this is not a trial, it is
an important preliminary step to the trial or the resolution

of the case by a negotiated plea. The victim should be
.

informed realistically about the nature of the hearing, the
sequence of events, what will be expected of her and the
importance of her cooperation. The prosecutor who con-..
ducts the preliminary hearing, should introduce himself to
the victim, especially if he is the first proseeglor she has

met or is one different frcim the filing prosecutor. The
victim may not even know what a prosecuhit is, what his
role is vis-à-vis her interests. and what she can expect
from him. The very act of introduction may suggest that
someone is concerned and persoradly involved in the case.

even if this introduction is wedded with a disclaimer
regarding the role of the prosecutor as a private counsel.
Furthermore, after the hearing, the victim's experience
should be reviewed with her. She should be thanked for
her participation, reinforced about what she did well and
alerted to what will heve to be worked on before she is
ready for the trial. Ideally, the victim should be involved
in the process so that the preliminary hearing is not, like
the rape, some mysterioUs event inflicted upon her. She
should be encouraged to express her opinions about the
experience so that the prosecutor can deal directly with her
fears and misconceptions.
Viet* advocates (to be discussed in Chapter IX) may

that the prosecutor's office either does not take this case
seriously or that it is incompetent : Both obvioUtlk-re;dound to the disadvantage of the prosecutor during plea
negotiations and trial.
The prosecutor should anticipate, and be prepared to act
aggressively toward. an abusive defense counsel. The
Message should be quite clear to both the defendant and
the victim that the prosetutor will not tolerate any insinuations, accusations or other attacks upon the state's witness. If possible, the prosecutor shoidd attempt to limit
cross -examination and protect the victim..This can be
done in several ways. First, a direct examination which is..

short and to the point discourages extensive cross-,
examination. Fut-theme:ire, the tone of a precise direct will
make -a far-reaching cross-examination seerolonger than

it actually is. Second, the prosecutor must be prepared to
raise -.objections and even have available a welldocumented motion in limine or short memorandum- of
Itlei stating the limited, purpose of the hearingand the
irrelevancy of much defense questioning, Third, the prosecutor should be prepared to appeal to the judge in regard

to the defendant's wasteof valuable time and arguably
insulting tone. Since the purpose of the hearing is an
inquiry into probable cause and not a trial on the issues or a
discovery hearing, much of the defense attorney's inquiry
may be beyond the scope of the direct examination and the

purpose of the hearing. If the prosecutor can reach the
judge's inevitable concern for courtefficiency, the Nosecutor may help develop a courtroom tone that will not
tolerate a fishing expedition attempted by the defense
attorney. Ariy strategy to limit cross-examination will
require a sensitive understanding of the judge and how he
can be persuaded. At the very least, prosecutor tactics

be partilidarly helpful to both victims and prosecutors
with regard to preliminary hearings. Advocates who are
trained to understand the nature of the criminal process
and the special needs of rape victims can work with the
prosecutor to prepare the victim for her testimony. In
addition, the advocate can insure that the victim is aware

should allow the victim an opportunity to catch her breath
With ah'eyetd the tettird that is being incessantly created.In a few jurisdictions special consideration is given to
victims of sexual assaults in the scheduling and presentation of preliminary hearings. Special calendars have been

of the time and date of the hearing and can even help with
The victim's transportation. Finally, the advocate can stay

These calendars are often less crowded than normal felony
dockets and victims and witnesses will often voluntarily
remain outside the court until their cases are called. The
prosecutors who present an entire calendar of such cases
are often better prepared to deal with the special problems
that they pose,' In some jurisdictions, at least where the
victims are children, the preliminary hearing is heard on
the record but in the judge's chambers. This obviously
relieves a certain amount of pressure from the victim.
though the hearing itself may not be a realistic rehearsal

with the victim at the courthouse while she awaits her
testimony, and can be with the victim after the hearing to
discuss what transpired. This is especially important, for
on the day of the hearing the prosecutor may be unable to
spend considerable time with any individual victim.
The prosecutor must also prepare himself for the preliminary hearing. He should know enough about the case
so that he can quickly and efficiently establish probable
cause. Fumbling through the file during the hearing to find
basic facts of the case may not only he embarrassing to the
attorney, but suggest to both the victim and the defendant

created on which only sexual assault cases are heard.

for the trials Prosecutors and judges can also control
hearings for the benefit of victims by scheduling sexual
assault cases at the end of the [tooled calendar. By this
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------time them are usually few. people remaining in the courtcciesstrattOberefore the victim's-testirtiony -may be less
stressful.

4.2 Grand Jury
The grand jury hearing allows the prosecutor to realize

many of the gaink to be achieved at the preliminary
hearing without-exposing the case to significant risk. He
can more easily control the hearing while its nonadversial
nature shields and protects the victim.

The grand jury allows the prosecutor to present and
assess his case much as does the preliminary hearing.
However, the investigative nature of the proceeding allowsthe prosecutor to explore more widely and to call a
variety of witnesses who might be more reluctant to testify
...fully in ati-adversial -setting. The courtroom is more
relaxed, with grand jurors less harshly inquisitive than the
defense attorney SI the preliminary hearing. The very fact
that the hearinasi; not public and the defendant is absent
must lessen the strain on the rape victim. The prosecutor

has the additional luxury of asking the jurors what ques. lions or doubts they have, and what further evidence they

would like to see developed before they would vote to
convict. Thus, the grand jury h\ts ring becomes a dry run,
not only for (be witnesses, but for he prosecutor as well.

Grand jury hearings are more time-consuming and
expensi e than preliminary hedrings and thus are not

.

easily sc eduled. Many jurisdictions have virtually eliminat
procedure except in highly political and sensitive cases. Where grand juries sit regularly, they do not
meet every day and rape cases must compete with other
cases for a hearing. These factors pose problems for the
prosecutor that may make the a ular use of the grand jury
for rape cases impractical.
If these difficulties can he overcome, the grand jury
process poses few additional problems for the 'preiseutor.
Once again he should prepare the victim and his case, but
the.risks of poor preparation are not as great for they are
less easily exploited by the defendant, The more relaxed
atmosphere allows the prosecutor and the jury to draw out

the victim's story while the tension of the preliminary
hearing more likely forces her to withdraw and react
impetuously for the record. While a record is kept in the
grand jury, it can be corrected as the victim testifies.
The grand jury hearing is a less realistic model vi,
is
the trial than the preliminary hearing. The true strength of
the case may not be accurately assessed because it is not

fully tested. However, if the screening of the. case is
adequate there may he little reason to have cross examination to enhance the prosecutor's assessment of the

case. They jury itself acts as an independent evaluator of

the case. The victim's telling her story to a group of
strangers in a courtroom may he more than adequate to
prepare her for the trial.

'6

.
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general the grand jury is a preferred- means of
establishing probable cause. -The prosecutor; can use-the
hearing to test his case without exposing it and the victim

to the scrutiny of opposing. counsel. This method can
simultaneously lencksupport to the victim and fulfill the.
needs of the prosecutor.

4.3 Direct Filing
In some juriSdictions the prosecutor has the choice of.
filing the felony case either directly into the trial court or

into a lower court for a preliminary heating. forthose
prosecutors who believe that the preliminary hearing is
fraught .with potential dangers, direct filing is a-valuable
option.
Assuming that the prosecutor can make this choice, the
question becomes which cases should be scheduled for a

preliminary hearing and which cases should Se filed
directly. The potential negative effects of the preliminary
hearing on both the victim and the rape case itself strongly
suggest that such cases should always be filed directly
unless there is a compelling reason to hold a preliminary:
hearing. These reasons should be carefully articulated
within a prosecutor's exceptions from the rule.
Preliminary hearings might be scheduled in a number of
situationsthere is a significant likelihood that the
case will be reduced to a misdemc br, its placement in a
appropriate. Obvious
court of limited jurisdiction ma
and articulable problems with the case might be effec- ,
tively tested at a preliminary hearing. For example, if the
vRtim has difficulty articulating her story, the preliminary
hearing may be a good test to see if the prosecutor has a
case at all. Even a preliminary interview may not have
revealed her-ability to express herself in court. If the filing
prosecutor is uncertain about the strength of the case, the
preliminary hearing will force further evaluation by the
pi-el iiiiinal-y heStiq'prOsseCntOrifrid the judge': Here; if iS"
assumed that there is enough tip file charges, but not
enough to be certain of a strong case at trial. If the victim is
ambivalent about prosecuting due, for example. to a prior

relationship with the defendant, the preliminary hearing
will test the victim's willingness to proceed. if the victim
is elderly and may not survive until trial, the preliminary
hearing will preserve her testimony. These are all exceptional cases where screening and case development may
be enhanced by as preliminary hearing, It is important in
the prosecutor's decision, however, that he consider the

potential risks to his ease and the victim by such a
procedure.

4.4 Documentation of Preliminary Hearings
it a preliminary hearing is held, it is critical that any
information gathered he properly recorded. For the hearing lo have value, such information must be transmitted to
the prosecutors engaged in plea negotiation and trial

.- .-

preparation. It is thus important that the preliminary
proanautor not-only take extensive .notes of the
proceeding, but later record his ?thservations and opinions
regarding the-strengths and weaknesses of the case. This
might be done as a continuation of the filing prosecutor's
,notes (see Appe-ndix-to Chapter III) Or in a separate form
designed for preliminary bearings.

4.5 Conclusion
The impact of the preliminary hearin on the victim and
on the.state's case has not be_ en given s ufficrent attention

in many jurisdictions. To the extent that the process
intimidates victims and weakens potential cases, the preliminary hearing acts as a device to remove cases from the

system. While this_may not be 'a conscious policy decision

of prosecutors. -the result is the same. The 'lest7...of the
case at the preliminary hearing is virtually predetermined

by the resources expended in preparation and Victim
sup_ porl; rape cases are predisposed to failure. If rape is to

be effectively prosecuted, the critical impact of the preliminary hearing must be carefully analyzed. Aggressive
prosecution through-case preparation, victim support, and
attempts to limit and even bypass the preliminary hearing
'are necessary to counter the inevitable processes that will
weaken rape cases. '-'Business as usual" at the preliminary hearing will mean that rape cases will be dismissed or
reduced. More time and care must be invested if rapes are

to be given an even chance at successful prosecution.

NOTES
For the results of prosecutor surveys regarding the reasons that

victims dropped out of the criminal gocpss see Forcible Raps_ A
National .Survey of the Response he Pro.vecuit! r published' by the
%nee, the Law
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Crimin

Enforcement Assistance Administration as part of is project, pp.
67-70.
2 See Gerstein t% Pugh. 420 U.S. 103, 95 S. Ct. j54, 43 L. Ed. 2d

performs under cross-examination", "see if victim will testify ", and
"test victim if there is question about her ability to relate". Those who
saw the prelirriinary hearing as having "no benefit at- all" were more
concerned about the impact of the hearing on the victim and the exposure
of the case to the defense.

One jurisdiction which his' crente,4 a special calendar to hear

Led as viewing the

preliminary hearings in sexual assault cases is King County (Seattle),
Washington.
One jurisdiction in whith preliminary hearings with child_ victims

preliminary hearing as a "test" of the case aw the value of -the
test Wi
.preliminary hearing in some of the following, wa

were observed, to be held in chambers is Wayne County (Detroit),
Michigan.

54 (1975).
Those prosecutors who have been charaa

credibility"4 "see hoW strong

weak the case is

how victim
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CHAPTER 5. PLEA BARGAINING

"Plea negotiation is the central techtique E settling
cases in American courthouses. For all crinff;including repe, the vast majority of cases are resolved short of
trial throegh plea negotiations. This process is justified by
prosecutors because it is efficient, because it avoids the

example, a rape by an armed stranger in the course of a
burglary seems more serious than a rape between longtime acquaintances in a dating situation. The degree of

risks and trauma of trial, and because it allows the exercise

violence, injury and harm may also differentiate rape

of discretion in the interests of justice. Regardless of its
rationale, plea bargaining is an institutional reality of the

cases.

criminal justice system that is unlikely to be quickly
'changed.?

Plea bargaining has been subject to significant criti-cism, however, especially in the context of rape. It is often
suggested that rape cases are reduced too routinely. Such

bargaining is allegedly symptomatic of a timid stance
toward rape, parochial attitudes toward women, or exag

that was not setious,5orne rapes do present greater threats

to personal liberty and social ordef than others. For

Several states have recently changed their rape statutes
to_reflect the diversity of criminal acts often characterized
as "rape:" These states establish degrees of rape based.
upon the violence used and thus, the seriousness of the
crime. 3 Coincident with a formulatidn of degrees has been
a differentiation in punishment. It is argued that the more
serious the rape, the more severe should be the punishment.

gerated fears of losing at trial. Victims, and even the

In terms of plea bargaining, seriousness of the crime

police, complain that they are not consulted about plea
negotiations and are only occasionally informed cif an
agreement after the fact. For the prosecutor Mtn- plea
bargaining in rape ,cases is' at least a public relations

should be considered to determine the appropriate label to
attach to the criminal act and the potential punishment to

problem and, at worst, represents a failure to perceiVe the
-difficult problems associated. with this crime.
This chapter briefly explores the crime of rape in the
context of plea'hargaining. It identifies the factors which
are normally considered in the negotiation of rape cases
and then suggests that standards for plea bargaining be

rape may not deserve the possible punishment given to
offenders. In those states which have degrees of retie.,
what may technically fall under the highest degree of
seriousness may be appropriately labeled and punished
under a lesser degree. Statutes inevitably proscribe con-

promulgated. Finally, this chapter discusses ways in
which plea negotiations can be more effectively and
sensitively conducted.

5.1 Case Evaluation
While the filing decision will generally label fact situations, plea negotiations tend to look beyond labels to the
individual characteristics of the case. Various factors are
explored to determine what crime and sentence may be

appropriate to the competing interests of the various
parties. Some of the variables which individualize the
case include: the seriousness of the crime,-the strength of
the case, the background of the defendant,the attitude of
the victim, and the resources of the prosecutor's office.

All of these factors have some importance in the plea

the defendant. In those states with a single statutory
definition of rape, all acts which technically constitute

duct in verg gefneral terms; particular cases may not fit into
the general scheme.
Beyond these obvious considerations of seriousness,
however, lie more difficult issues regardiog the nature of
rape and society's view of women. How serious is a rape?
To what extent does its seriousness depend do the chastity

and virtue of its victim? The issue of seriousness was
raised indirectly in the Inez Garcia murder case where the

defendant was accused of murdering the man who had
assisted in her rape. The jury convicted Garcia, presumably finding that the homicide was not justified by the rape.
In explaining the jury's verdict, one juror expressed his
attitude regarding the seriousness of rape:
.

the guy's not trying to kill her. He's just

trying to screw her and give her a good time. To
get off the guy will have to do her bodily harm
and giving a girl a screw isn't giving her bodily

negotiation. How judgments are made with regard to these
factors and how they are ranked in importance ultimately
determine not only,vhether the case will Se resolved short
of trial, but what will be the terms of the negotiated plea.
Seriousness of the crime. Rapes do not follow a standard pattern and all rapes do not share the same degree of

On the other hand, rape
n viewed as very close to
murder, it is not perceived as a sexual intrusion so much as

seriousness. While it might be difficult to imagine a rape

author of The First Sex , was nearly sixty years-old when

harm. 4

a condition of ultimate domination and powerlessness
where death may be imminent. Elizabeth Gould Davis,
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she was raped. She described why she might have preferred to be murdered:
simple murder would not have involved the
horror, the insulting violation of personhood,
the degradation, the devastating affront to the

crime of rape. This again, of course, depends on the

dignity, and the sensation of bodily filth that

the attitude of the victim toward prosecution. Does she

time has riot washed off.5

Traditionally rape has been considered an extremely
serious crime which has called for penalties of up to life
imprisonment and even capital punishment. The most

severe punishments, however, have obviously been
aimed at the most brutal types of rape commuted by a
stranger. As rapes depart from this paradigm, prosecutors
have exercised significant discretion in plea negotiations

in ascribing seriousness to the crime. How the level of
seriousness is determined may depend on an individual

particular strengtkof the case and the seriousness of the
crime.

The attitude of the victim. An additional factor in
formulating the prosecutor's position at plea bargaining is
want to proceed with a possibly traumatic trial and risk an

cquittal, or would she prefer that the defendant plead
guilty in return for a reduced charge or lesser sentence?
Since the victim is so central to the case and the crime can

be so personal to her, her opinion should be carefully
considered by the prosecutor.
Rarely would the victim's judgment alone determine
the prosecutor's plea bargaining position. While a witness

who refused to testify would surely tie the hands of a

prosecutor's attitude toward a number of issues, including

prosecutor, a revengeful victim who sought trial regardless of the risks to the case might be overruled by other

premarital sextet; activity, interracial dating and even
hitchhiking. The process of plea bargaining requires a

considerations.
In addition the prosecutor should be concerned for the

judgment of the seriousness of particular rapes. there is

victim's emotional and physical well being, It may be do
important question in a relatively few cases whether the

little in most statutes to guide a prosecutor when he makes
these judgments.
Strength of the crest' Regardless of hess serious the

victim can even get through the trial; but even if she could,

the prosecutor must consider whether the risk of harm

prosecutor considers a particular case, iii toonulating
plea bargaining position he must icahstieally assess the

could be justified. This can be a very difficult decision and
should only be made in consultation with the victim, her

probability of winning at trial: Iles ealuation at what

family, a victim advocate or a physician.

evidence will be admissible, hoes effectie the vi,dim will

Prosecutors may have a tendency to explain and justify
plea bargaining decisions by reference to the attitude of
the victim or their sense of what is best for her. While
these are legitimate concerns, they can be used to mask
other reasons for plea bargaining such as the trial attor-

be as a witness. whether the facts of the ease will be
ut the police
compelling to the jury, the completeness tit
investigation, and the skills and leputations of the respective attorneys all contribute tai an assessment tit the
probability of the cases soc...ess The plea bargain in-

volves the bartering of a sow tonvi,mon through a plea
with a problematic con, whon ifilough a mat the rims
eeutor's bargaining strength thus relates dire,tly to the
strength of the state' s case. I he Usual result IN that the
strongest eases, troin the stow s pei5PC,_:(1kC iC,Ult in a
plea while the weaker eases phi, eed to mid
The bocA round o/ the do'cluhini While it iiia tic

prejudicial for a jury to consider the background of
defendant. in the determination of his guilt, it is ',ere
appropriate tot the prosecutor to consider this intormation

in the formulation of a plea hargaining position. The
prosecutor has a duty to the community to seek punish-

ment for offenders and to protect society from future
criminality. It the defendant is a very dangerous person
with a prior conviction tor rape. thecproseeutor roust be
ebncerned with public protection Lies he risk loss at trial
to make sure that the offender is imprisoned for a
maximum term. or does he assure that the offender will he
taken off the street temporartIN h agreeing to it plea on a
lesser charge? If the defendant has no criminal record and
does not appear to be a serious threat to the commumt , tt
rrat he inappropriate to seel.1 .erns fiction for the serious

ney's tear of an acquittal, his hesitation to become
entangled in an unpleasant trial or even the political
pressure on an office to maintain a high conviction rate.
Even where the victim tells the prosecutor that she believes that a plea is best, the prosecutor should consider
whether he has unfairly influenced that decision. The way

in which he has posed the alternatives may insure a
particular response. While the prosecutor should carefully
consider the attitudes and interests of the victim, he should

be careful not to rationalize a plea bargaining decision
solely by his concern for her.
Prosecutor resources. To be tried effectively, rape
cases require extensive preparation. The time spent with
the victim before trial may alone be longer than the entire
preparation of other felony cases. During trial preparation
the prosecutor will have less time to spend on his eases,
and other prosecutors may be forced to shoulder a larger
ease load. If prosecutors decide to file more cases and plea
bargain less frequently, then they will have to consider the
impact on office resources of increased trials." The question becomes, whether a particularease, given its strength

and seriousness, justifies the allocation of resources
necessary for trial Depending upon the resources of .in
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office, this can hecirnie a major concern,
tia/n(tti; -4 the ctoe It is clear that the tactors briefly
outlined c, lot he independently evaluated. Somehow
the prosecutor must consider and weigh them fill simultaneously. He might take a tough hargainmg position on a

serious etluld he carefully articulated. For ample, while
the use of a weapon might he considered an aggravating
circumstance. the chastity of the victim might he specifi-

.

cally excluded Hum consideration. It the prosecutor's
()thee recommended sentences as pan III a plea
then paniculai aggras acing anal mitigating oicunistances
that could enhance or reduce all aserage sentence might he
delineated for the derision-maker In addition, the policy
regarding the dismissal or 'eduction of charges in return
tot as plea could he specified.

case where the defendant is dangerous and the
s lentil is willing to tesnty With a
'tent tact situation.
he might not want to spend office resources and risk an
acquittal when a plea could he ntSgotiiitd
Even r when the oink offs are apparent and 'tic glob
abilities are cakulated, the mosea unit musi still impose a
pohey judgment in totirmiating a plea bat gatning position What risks and costs can he justified in the pursuit ot
rape convictions? Should gieater chances he taken at lila]
with rape eases than with tither felonies because the a nine
is so imponant, or should then: kg mole plea bargaining in
these ases hecause the s ale No Jinn, ni
Should Me
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5.3 The Polygraph and Plea F4egotiation
The polygraph is often considered during plea negotiations as a means to avoid trial and resolve obvious factual
disputes. If it is clear that the state and defense versions of
the facts differ on points not subject to misin-

terpretationtor instance, was the door open or was it
closed, did the defendant strike the victim with his fist Or
did he not some prosecutors will consider the use of a
polygraph with one or both of the parties. This situation is
distinguishable from that at the pre-filing stage, when the
unchallenged victim must unilaterally submit to a polygraph examination for the case to be tiled, and it is not
applicable to those cases in which the .acts in dispute are
subject to differing, interpretatiore i e., diti the vit.- int
consent to intercourse.
Even under these co unistances ille lel
ot file
polygraph is still at issue)* Prosecutois who lustily the use
of the test argue that they would go forward it they nad
confidence in the polygrapher for it is the operator who
determines the reliability at the test. 1114 argued that at the
point t=it plea negotiations the limb, have tisuall nal lowed
sufficiently to present the polyg,aphe. with .3 tc,tahle
trim s at Lzuc th.n Iii dose
factual dispute I .1esc

cases the polygraph cal, eliminate tie neeti to tom and
.tad
&ten
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dash
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his denial tester. In close eases, when there is little
evidence to corroborate the victim's story, stipulated
polygraph examination may provide the state an opponu-

nity to develop valuable evidence for trial.
In deciding whether or not to agree to such an examination, the prosecutor should consider several key. factors.
Most competent defense counsel will pre-test their clients
with a private polygrapher before agreeing to a stipulated
polygraph. The defense attorney usually will not reveal

this fact to the prosecutor. As a result the prosecutor
should he wary and only agree to a stipulated polygraph it
he has confidence in the eivertise of his polygrapher. In
assessing the strength of 4. case without this examina-

in, the prosecutor might conclude that he will

against having the defendant take the test should he
explained to the victim and her opinion elicited. She tixiy

be willing to risk trial without the polygraph or may he
witting to tisk a test it its succes,s will assure conviction In
rubel case, She should be involved in the decision. for a
poly et aph that wilt indicate the detendant., lack it &Cep
non may essentially terminate the kitSt: (4) I he prosecutor

and the defense counsel should woik closek With the
poi) grapher Lii make entail) that questions asked will
death dcteci deception it it exists. Stone Lases where. lot
e sample consent is an issue cannot he !educed to obvious
tactual disputes. and the parties can both pass sails
graph examinations without resolvm the legal is,tre
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cases In which polygraphs are USed ale Nu dose (inn the

defendant's sueeess will determine Ills ,1u1,_,ilitc kii the
trial regardless of the yicnitt's results
The use of polygraph examinations a,
negotiations is subject its less siineisrii Wait , it: id:
examinations Now it is not a test of th, s icon] .s williti
to tiL JCR:
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despite the defendant's guilt. Agreeing to the test repre=
scuts a calculated risk m gather additional evidence for
[Dial The weaker the state's case, therefore, the more
lea.sonable the polygraph becomes. The factors tot and
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l_lndoubtedly, consultation with police and i.tetin
be time consuming and impractical Furthermore, such
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to later problems.
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CHAPTER 6. TRIAL PREPARATION
The trial preparation of rape cases parallels the pre-trial

work in other major felonies. The prosecutor must respond to defense motions, contact witnesses, organize the

physical evidence and, inevitably, become involved with
additional investigation. There are, however, special considerations with regard to pre -trial preparation in rape
cases that should be identified and discussed. The same
considerations that influence filing and plea bargaining

attorneys in rape casesvictim vulnerability and the
inherent evidentiary weaknesses of such cases should
concem the prosecutor as he anticipates the rape trial.

of the victim. Phone calls and visits to neighbors, friends
and relatives of the wont can be extremely embarrassing.
The prosecutor should also realize the victim's emotional
adjustment to the rape, as discus.seN,Chripter Ii, may bejeopardized if she is contacted personally by the defense
attorney or his investigators at her home. This is especially true if the victim has moved as a means of dealing
with the trauma of the rape.

It may be impossible for the prosecutor to withhold
certain infermation regarding the victim. However, he
may employ several strategies in its delivery. First, he can

express very clearly to the defense counsel that he is

6.1 Pre-trial Legal Issues
Pre-trial defense motions in rape cases are often mon
vated by two distinct goals First, these m000ns have

traditional rationale to gam information, to suppress
evidencewhich relate directls to the substanuseissues
which the parties hope to resolse at trial These are
common motions that require nada! ona. lenses
ond, many of these motions are moos ated hs defense
attempts to pressure the !coin weaken het testimony and
discourage her in% olsement with proses' 011011 Just as the

preliminary hearing can he sieved as a tactic to apply
pressure, various defense motions should ke considered in
terms of their impact upon the sicnin Esen in the pie trial
period, the X tenni mas perceise that she Is being subjected
to attack and that her mu:gots, rather than the defendant s
criminality, is at issue Thus, pre mat motions represent
more than technical legal process. dies trios( hi:1)(1Isued in
a way most protective and supportisc of the tetitrt
i It oven The exchange ,Yt di"st-tPsciN !Man.-lai is fe.t!3,

concerned about how this information will be used. While
the defense attorney can be expected to share this inforivanon with his client, it is important to inform the attorney

that any intimidation of the victim will be dealt with
severely. It may even affect the future flow of information
from the prosecutor's office to the defense attorney. The
prosecutor has no direct control over the defense
counsel/defendant relationship; however, he can stress to
both attorney and client that it is in their best interests to
use discretion.
Second, the prosecutor may be able to limit the use of
the information he must give up. For example, the prosecutor might withhold the address of the victim front the
defense, counsel and thereby force a formal discdvery

motion to the court. At this time the state can clearly
express for the record its concerns regarding the dissemination of information. The prosecutor can even suggest

that access to the victim he available only through his
office, this would allow defense preparation without sig-

died by a A. alloy sit procedures in different jurisdictions

nificant risk to the %icon,. If the defense has some other

These procedures ranee from tnendl% exchanges of
documents and open access to case files to tormalieed
discovery motion hearings tot the record t lead). due

reason to know the location of the victim, this reason

process requires that the state pow ide discosers, though
many prosecutors lament the practical one was floss of
information. While the prosecutor cannot withhold s aluable information from the defense. the particular nature of
the rape victim's s ulnerability suggests that the prosecutor

of the information. Even if the information is given, such

exercise special care in the Mssenmiation of personal
information.
CCW1110,
The victim's address I-, an example
innocuous, set sensitive piece of tirtorlitatiun
t is t)
provide=d to the defense It possible it ,night to IA ohhel
out of a concern about sflentil motindation tour]
7ndant, his tallith of flIcn&, as sell as the Nu_
harassment that can accompany character iroesneations

should he clearly articulated so that the judge, the defense
attorney and the prosecutor can negotiate terms for the use
a hearing underscores the state's message to all parties: it
is concerned about the victim and will not tolerate undue
interference. Since this interest is not subject to question,

the judge may condition the exchange of information on
explicit promises of good faith by the defense counsel and
the defendant.

Third, in exchange for giving up this information, the
to may be able to exact a price in return. The state Inas
k a quid pro quo, such as a complete list of defense

witnesses with names, addresses and testimonial sumho no
date The defense oom,:
doubt argued his need to prepare, is nor in a strong
maries by a c ei tat
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mental instability rather than a general suspicion of rape
-victims, It is unlikely, given the screening of rape cases by
the police and the prosecutor, that a fantasized complaint

would reach the pre-trial stage of case development.
Thus, it is unlikely that the defendant will he able to
successfully document a history that would warrant this
examination.
It is unlikely that polygraph examinations would he
suggested in lieu of psychiatric examinations, given the
traditional -antipathy of the courts toward such tests. All of
the arguments used to resist the psychiatric motion can be

used to resist a motion for a polygraph examination. In
addition, if the alleged basis for the test is mental illness,
then there is no reason to believe that the polygraph will
detect deception on the part of the victim If the defense
allegation is simply victim fabrication, then diere is nu
reason to supplant the lodgment of the irret of tact with
that of a machine.

_Ils
6.2 Witneesst s and Lxi-saL.
It is cleat that each case ecotone-

-t

Some serious cases are quite simple to pi,.paie while
other. less siginticant arctic, huis he kiwi, colliple, I tic
seriousness elf the charge itt [ape does hot neces,allk
suggest particular mode ta plepa,loon I ti csi:;encies
of nine. the dictates tit side and [tic i,i4ts .it the 1+C
ultimatels determine the piefkoathat
A pit:requisite tiiclteeilse mat piethuao.,
il,e fuels and
ilic ca
a firm undci st iti diii
l
I here can be no soh-41101c [iii a careful ietailett and
uninterrupted leading it all the ill, Ityarrl tat, ()teen this
will Intlude
.is will 0, (1-1C %.0101,1',1)011.

tritikiR,

111,1

Icp)it

pi-t),
Owl
Furthermore. It is highly
ecutor visit the crime scenc it it is as aitabl, I ,.. make the
lure 0)IIIIIrrtIrIld the realit-:,
tic
1.1;
eeiiiiil
rirusr he familial with lis kiCh,01,
also he Hite,
Each witness
ottoi
coons 01 WIllirN,CN ary lice It tdy sophistic
mal discussion In addition. the mosey utoi must e \amine

all the physical evidence that has heel) .atheted or pre
the
pared. The process id le,lilitic the matt:oats

VictimPreparation. The rape victim is the please( utor. s

chief witness at trial. If the jury believeS her, then there
will usually be a conviction; it-her word is doubted, it is
unlikely that the jury will convict. The victim's credibility
depends on numerous factors, such as her personality, her

ability to articulate her story, and the logic of the story
itself. While the prosecutor cannot recreate the rape
situation for the trial, he can attempt to present the victim
in the most convincing and sympathetic light possible. To
do so requires a working relationship between the pros,ecutor and the victim that will both reinforce her decision
to prosecute and prepare her to be an effective witness.

Pre-trial interviews are clearly distinguishable from
pre = tiling interviews. By the time of pre-trial preparation,
the prosecutor and his office should have a commitment to
procution. The goal of an interview is to bring the victim
and prosecutor together to work on the case as a team. In
most jurisdictions. the attorney who will try the case is not
the same attorney who tiled or presented the case at the
preliminary hearing. Thus, the prosecutor must independently establish rapport between himself and the victim.
The victim may already have had favorable or -unfavorable
experiences with other prosecutors and courtroom procedures In addition, she may be uninterested in prosecuting
at that moment because she is attempting to place the rape
experience behind her
The role of the prosecutor should be reexplained to the
Kim). He is an attorney and a public official who will try

the rare case. Emphasis on the fact that he has been
this case may suggest, perhaps accurately,
that it was not his idea and he does not really care about
het He should demonstrate his personal commitment to
assigned

the victim. perhaps by handing her his, card. and she
should he encouraged to he an active parinet in the
process. to ask questions and to volunteer ideas: 'File
prosecutor's efforts Hid) not only boost her riumale and
self-confidence, but may also uncover new evidence and
trial strategies. The prosecutor should outline the schedule
itt the case and realistically describe the possibilities of
success. The weaknesses and strengths of the case should

fee explored so that the victim will be alerted to those
aspects which will require special attention.

checking the pro si-

Prosecutors generally acknowledge the imponance of

I he Intel
tit
witnesses bectmic inure meaningful a. tn the scene h
been visited and the materials read. The materials make

oorking closely with rape victims. Some prosecutors
meet with the victim as many as six times prior to trial:

scene. inter\ iewing thecal es [deuce Is

itnesses

a cumulatise one

most believe that at least two meetings are required. Too

more sense alter seeine the phssical csidence and NE-leak

much preparation of the victim may produce negative

mg with witnesses. Act some point bete re the trial. the

consequences. She may become more nervous in anticipa-

reality of the come and its parts should begun to coalesce

tion or her testimony may appear rehearsed and autoOn the other hand. repeated rehearsals itt the
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lc ton s account may decrease her tension and her reluctance 10 articulate the whist details of the case Further,
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ence their success. The posverirrelationship hetsseen the
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do not happen by accident, and preparation is a key to
successful prosecution.

Preparation of the exatnining ph-ysic-tan. Doctors often
pose special pre-trial problems. First, they are very difficult to locate and interview. The emergency room doctor
who examined the rape victim may have been a resident
who, months later, has moved and has little time for trial
preparation. Second, a useful interview may require that
the prosecutor have a rudimentary knowledge of examination technique. These difficulties reflect trial problems as

well; doctors are often uninterested or unavailable for
testimony and their technical language may baffle the
jury. The prosecutor should anticipate and compensate for
both potential problems.

The importance of a pre-trial interview with the c:c
amining physician cannot he underestimated. 1,000rs
tend to be very tentative in their conclusions, especially
when subject to the scrutiny of cross examination. Unless
e and the
they arc well - briefed on the facts tit the
relevance of their testimony, they can tie as harmful w a
case as they are helpful The pro.sec unit lifig4lit ask 'fie

doctor What he can offer to help establish that tltt v rEtirtr
was subjected to a tO1121b1c22 sexual assault I he lint, ri,olor
should then carefully discuss We strengths and -vvcak
It the pit.sct utter
nedicai iestuinHis e \tabu
sonic knowledge suggestive of his II.c1IC st, ,tikd lerittiii
strate a need toi the t.10.2(t/I s uNN11.(4111. IttC 11,,j1110thil
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anticipate the impact of their testimony and plan accordingly for the trial. If it is appropriate, the witnesses should
be alerted to what they can contribute and how their

testimony fits into the whole. They may be able to
volunts-Vinformation that was not previously elicited or
recorded in their written statements. Patrol officers, particularly,,inevi(ably, know a great deal more about the
crime and the crime scene than is found in their often
cryptic incident reports.
Preparation of exhibits. At some point the prosecutor
should make sure that the apprOpriate exhibits have been
prepared for use at trial. These may include .maps, diagrams, photographs, charts and other kinds of illustrative

devices that will clarify and enhance the presentation of
the case. It is a general axiom of trial practice that jurors
will remember oral testimony considerably longer and
with greater comprehension if it is supplemented by
demonstrative evidence. The preparation of such e xhi hits,

however. should not be done too early, for until the
prosecutor has a flan understanding of his case, he will not
know what particular angles or perspectives should be

,aptured for illustrative purposes This problem only
underscores the obvious need to prepare early and intensely

In addition. the pioscLutot should he certain that all
physical evidence is properly marked and stored and that
the

chain of custody can he clearly established, The

pi,,,,ecutoi should know in advance of trial-which witness

will introduce which exhibit and what additional tes=

f

vcidioui

understanding of the case and therefore
influence its presentation. These interviews also provide
the prosecutor with an opportunity to assess the willingness and credibility of the witnesses, so that he can
the prosecu

[nowt). will he tecluireci for the evidence to he admitted,
Pre=lnal checklist Some prosecutors find it helpful to
pfcpaie a checklist of pre -4-rial steps to assist them in
allocating time and w assure them that nothing is overlooked A sample checklist which can he Modified to the
needs of individual prosecutors and local practice has
been included as art appendix 10 this chapter
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CHAPTER 7. TRIAL

remainder are bargained in return for a plea, usually to a

the law regarding [Kis evidence as well as strategies to
prohibit its use or minimize its impact if admitted.
Recent statutory schemes. There is great variety in the
statutory schemes that have been enacted to limit the

crime less serious than the one originally charged.'

admission of the vi rim's prior sexual history. Some

Nonetheless, the public perceives the trial as the culmina=
tion of the criminal justice system's response to the crime
of rape. Therefore, the public perception of the symbolii

ly when it is relevant to the issue of
statutes allow its use
consent. Other statute llow its use only if it is relevant to

Over 98 percent of all reported rapes are resolved short
of trial. Most reports never leave the police department,

many are not filed by the prosecutor and most of'the

importance of the trial should not he ignored. Brutal
inviction.
treatment of the victim at trial and low rates
which have been publicized repeatedly in the media,
adversely affect public attitudes.
Aggressively fought and successful rape trials may

the public's attitude and may also affect the
udes of victims and criminal justice peisonnel. If
victims believe that tape trials can be won. that they wjll
be supported within the criminal justice system and that
the experience of trial is not ys crippling as portrayed on
television, then, perhaps, there will be more reporting. I
the police realize that the prosecutor s office will take
difficult cases to trial and win, ihen they mov he more
encouraged to thoroughly 111%e-sue:ate and the Lases that
were previously considered mareitial. it prosecutors
themselves see rape cases as challenging trial , (d t al can he

en io !Hal and
won, then perhaps more cases will he taken
more convictions will be canted
the
Most experienced tr.a. attoine,,
I

trial of a rape case to tae siendit..nal, different horn
the trial of any othei irial,n telony Itic , pie that the
experienced trial Jimmie, Lan try aiy, ,as L. it is simply a
teiii.thisis
matter of presentine the cy !deux
true; but cenain eharaeteristics ot tape do pose special
1

problems at trial that requite speLialp10,,ecolom eorisiderie
non.

Other states allow its use if it is
the victim's eredibili
relevant," a to undefined. Still other states limit its
use to explain the presence of semen, pregnancycor
disease. It will take a number of years for the constitutionality and scope of these restrictive provisions to be adjudi-

cated. What is clear, however, is that legislatures have
instituted statutory changes to limit the harrassment of
victims at trial and to increase the possibility- of rape
....convictions.There have been several problems with newly enacted
statutes. An Oregon statute, for example, has been inter-

preted to limit the prosecutor in establishing that the
victim did not have sexual intercourse during the twentyfour hour period before the rape; such evidence could tie
the semen found in the post-rape .medical examination
directly to the defendant's act of intercourse. If the prosecutor does inquire about intercourse iportly before the
rape, he may open the door to extensive cross-

examination regarding prior sexual history in general.
Mostitutes do not mention sexual acts subsequent to the
rape but their specificity on other issues suggests that such
evidence is admissible. Some of the evidentiary statutes
are vague and fail to suggest specific admission criteria for
the judgr4 the statutes may only be aiehelpful or as harmful

as the (Amon law.
Many of.the new statutory schemes provide for elaborate pre-triN proceedings at which the defense must
e,:ablish the relevance of proposed evidence. These hear-

7.1 Prior Sexual History

ings are usually triggered by written motions which outes idcnkc ot the

line the scope and importance of the evidence. If the

victim's prior sexual history is admffled at Mal, it Call

documents successfully raise the issue, a full (ilsually in
camera) evidentiary hearing is held to rule on the admissibility of the evidences. There has been elatively little
practical experience with these evidentiary laws. Most

Prosecutors generally agree nisei

it

seriously damage the state's case. This evidence can he

used to support the defendant's consent defense and
suggest that the victim's behavior contributed to her own
victimization. Several state legislatures hayiispeeifically
limited the use of this evidence and have pros ided special
procedures to test its admissihility: Other states still rely
on common law traditions which also limit the admissthil,
qv of this evidence. To some extent, how-eyer. all states
allow the admission of the yienin's prior sexual history Hi
certain circumstances. The prosecutor must he .1a.a re of

prosecutors in those states where such legal changes have
occurred report that there are very few request*for hear=

ings. Either defense attorneys have had a difficult time
specifying and documenting prior sexual acts that are
relevant or, in certain cases, prosecutors have conceded
II is
relevance and the hearings have heen ;Amy ed
will
!lase
any
difficult to determine whether these statut
41

imp_ act on cross-examination during preliminary hearings

or on defense attempts to question the victim through
depositions or interrogatories.
Some prosecutors hove expressed concern that the
elaborate procedures designed to screen out prior sexual
history information may have the opposite effect. Under

the common law in many states, specific acts of prior
sexuality were excluded if such acts were committed with
anyone but the defendant. The langu-age of the case law
was quite strong and often sufficed to limit admissibility
of the evidence. The new procedures work to legitimize

the use of such evidence if the defendant follows the
specified procedural requirements. It ma, become more
difficult to reverse the trial judge's ruling if the evidence
has been carefully considered pursuant to the statute 4
,
ginept
Since the evidence is so critical to the jury's ,u_1

prosecutor will allowiinv reference to the sexual history of
the victim. All panics should know -which questions will
and will not be allowed in advance of their being asked.
Even if the objection to an improper question is sustained,
the very asking of the question may do significant dam-

age A hint that promiscuity is being covered up by the
objection may be more harmful than the exposure of the
facts themselves. The limits of admissible evidence must
therefore be established outside the presence of the jury,
before the issue can be raised in trial.

Practice under the common lain. In those states in
which case law provides the basis for limiting the admission of prior sexual history, prosecutors often file motions
in limine. These motions, usually heard at the beginning
of the trial, request orders from the coup to limit the use of

such evidence during the trial. The purpose of such a
[notion is to force a ruling on the issue before it can be
raised in front of the jury. The motion should be written
and accompanied by an affidavit outlining the specific

of the case, the prosecutor must be prepared to respond to
any attempts to have the evidence declared admissible
Several steps are possible ( I ) The prosecutot should toicc
the defendant to be specific with regard to the evidence he

evidence sought to be excluded. The motion should state

seeks to be ruled upon and its feletanye to the Ilurge
Vague innuendoes OF CIdtili., (ha( 111C1J)

that such evidence is irrelevant and its use would be
prejudicial to the state's case. In addition, the motion

101 t
cilm.,,11 (U eteit
I he
warrant the hcaririg to detelinti..=
fuoseeutot Would gatitel Indications of
intent tit statutes through ie.tad, of Icgrslat,tt debate
lobbsists
committee bearings. and pabh, state.ar ins
oial
,agt,,lielits
and
and Me t,scrnt7r -= which he can
at the acts
Inlets to establish the cleat Aced 011.1
legislation (3) The plosecupal .tiovad have picpated
the tiditka.al
standard filet which suliin lair

should stress that the ruling should be made in advance of
trial so that the Jury will not even be aware of the issue An
example sit such a motion is included in the Appendix to

puNNIt11111, at leic%01k

lay, exclusion, at such Qk.ljelti_c 011,1 dc.1011A1-0,-, 1,11W
I he
111110
the

last Can lie ,L.0,1clociacd h the aktiociott lakt,
doi_tillIC.Itcd
ley ievv. commentaties -which have le,

this chow'
I he danger tit such a motion is that is forces the state to

spe,,a) what evidence it seeks to exclude. Specific evidence may be revealed that the defense is not aware of at
the same lime that the motion signals the state's vulnera-

bility oil the issue. The prosecutor should assume that it
the et idence is damaging it must be disclosed and that the
defendant should already be aware at it The purpose of
the motion is control its use by aggressively demonstrat

lug its inadmissibility.

dented, then It Is important that the prosecutor carefully

Some trial courts will ntit lid oil motions In lrrrrinr until
ii,C issue arises dining the trial Even it the court reserves
its iuling lilt the motion, bQwev el, the court may require
that at the appropriate time the detense counsel make an
titter of proof rather than ask the question in front of the

prepare a written order which summarizes the coolt s

July

findings of fact and conclusions ,II boa I he ,,,der should
state the exact evidence excluded as well as prohibit any
innuendo or reference to such e !deuce t ,netul dearth

eve') one to the problem and will thereby ensure scrutiny
-f the issue when n does arise
Lven in those states which have hearings prescribed by
statute to consider such evtdence, motions in limine can be
used l hese motions usually seek orders which go beyond
the e-idpeewyroposed for admission by the defendant
They further insure that all related evidentiary issues are
resolved before the trial begins.
able et hien, e r,f prior ,se
hi
ry. There arc
ases where evidence of the victim's prim sexual history
III be admitted Either ifie prosecutor has c8nc de its
lcic ante or the mdge has lined over state otij5, in that
the evidence is admissible In either case the TrOSeCUlOr

!IL:111,01,AI ticHul, iii rill ,111A

4)

Idtk,I,11110cit
ill

v,k011C11

atawt

possiMiv ot alnico, inlet\
It the detendant's rotation, to

.,1!,, the

,

is

may deter a skillful defense counsel wan attempting to
ctrcurm:ent the cow( s holdliie A elude e valople i,t ',Ok'
teChnique,, 'night invoke detente attohie) vvh, asks the
victim it she is married and then asks it she has any
children White these questions may be iniloc tabu, on their
011,I (11C
.110
lace. it the answel .iii the tuilflei
the defense max have raised suggestions
latter is

tit
...I

4Z

-mseultv without colltionting the issue duectl
The written ()Wei prepaied hs this state divatici put thc
_1
attorney on notice that i,eithel ttr
rt nor the

III

general

the

prosecutor's motion will alert

A

hetherterintreiduce
it

sion by the defends.

[f tbe- prUWar introduces the evidence himself, he
can control its presentation. He can begin in the voir dire
of-the jury by asking if the victim's prior semisl history,

for example conviction for prostitution, will influence
the Jury's delibetation. He can ask the jury to promise that
they will not consider the prostitution conviction except as
specified by the court. In opening argument or in direct
examination,

of the victim he, might then refer to the

conviction as a misdhineanor thus attempting to
minimize its importance. The general strategy of the
prosecutor is to take the issue away from the defense, to
show the jury that he is not hiding anything, and to control
the use of the evidence in a way that mini mizes its impact.

If prior sexual history evidence is offered or exploited
by the defense, it can often be effectively neutralized by

the prosecutor in argument; in fact, some prosecutors
assert that such evidence an be used to the state's
h evidence,
advantage. By reference to d ense use of
the prosecutor can suggest an empt to align the rape
uenced by recent
victim. Especially if the jury has
t
public concern for rape, such argument can demonstrate
the weakness of the defense case by suggesting the great
lengths to which the defense must g0 in order to avoid a
conviction.

7.2 Jury Selection
Most prosecutors agree that the process of jiff*, selec-

tion is critical to the success of the state's case. This
process includes not only selecting the individuals who
will hear the case but preparing them for their deliberations.

It

is especially important in rape cases where

personal attitudes toward rape, sexuality and women are
so important to the jury's perception of the facts.
The-impact of jury attitudes in the deliberation of rape'
eases has been documented in KaJvin and Zeisel's The

American Jury.5 The authors studied 106 fnAle rape
cases which involved arult victims. The data suggest that

juror attitudes toward the behavior of the victim were
critical factors in the jury's determination of guilt. The
authors conclude:
The law recognizes only one issue i n rape cases
other than the fact of inte rcourse: Whether there
was consent at the Moment of intercourse. The
jury, as we came to see it . does not limit itself to
this one issue: it goes on to weigh the woman's

conduct in the prior hi story of the affair.

It

closely, and often harshly scrutinizesthe fernele
complainant and is moved to be lenient wit tactic

defendant whenever there are suggestions' of
cont ributory behavior on her part
the jury chooses to redefine the crime of
rape in terms of its notions of (the victim's)
assumption of risk, Where it perceives an as.

utrtphian -0f risk tbejury,4fgivert theerptiort ef----:finding the defendant guilty of a lesser crime,
will frequently-do so. It is thtfs saying not that
the defendant has done nothing, but rather that
what be has done does not deserve the distinctive opprobrium of rape. If feted to choose in
these cases between total acquittal and finding
the defendant guilty of rape, the jury will usually choose acflaittal as the leaser-evil.'

The job of the trial attorney is to test jury attitudes toward rape and then, to choose those jurors who are mostlikely to vote for conviction.
Voir Dire . During the questioning of the jury panel, the

prosecutor has an opportunity to introduce himself,
explore jury prejud e and educate the jury about the facts

of his case and

nature of the crime charged. Since

.jurors appear to have strong opinions regarding rape, it is
important that the prosecutor identify unacceptablejurors,

whom he will ask to have excused, and neutralize the
prejudice among the remaining jurors. The prosecutors
purveyed as part of this study generally elieved that jury
bias was inevitable in rape cases, but that the voir dire can
provide the prosecutor with a means to contrbl its impact.

Prosecutors from various jurisdictions were asked to
recount those questions they generally asked in rape
cases. Though the responses varied greatly, the questions
can be grouped into three categories: (1) questions which
explore general attitudes toward rape, (2) questions which

explore the background k the juror, and (3) questions
which relate to the specific issues of the state's case.
Questions which explore general altitudes toward
rape. These questions were used to identify jurors who
had conservative, judgmental attituides toward sexuality
and might be unsympathetic to a rape victim of less than
chaste character. Such jurors might impose their-values

and life styles upon the victim and blame her for the
assault. Prosecutors used these types of questions most
frequently in cases where consent was the anticipated
defense. Even in cases where consent was not an issue,
however, prosecutors wished to identify those jurors who
could believe that a rape victim had "asked for it,' ' simply

by being in the wrong place at the wrong time. The
technique suggested by several prosecutors involved a
sequence of questions. The initial inquiry would attempt
to explore potential prejudice while the remaining questions were intended to force the juries to be fair despite
their biases.
The initial questions were often open-ended, encouraging the jurors to talk and %veal their attitudes. Examples
include:

Have you watched any television shows or
What were
read any magazines about r
they about? Do you agree o disagree with
those ideas?
43

r5

4.---*1iSitnasittawasintieupiniene about the crime of
rape?

Have you ever been is a serious discussion
about the crime of rape? What was discussed?

What position do you take on. those issues?
Do you associate the crime of rape with a
particular type of rapist? Victim? Sequence of
events?
Do yen agree with the notion that -a woman
cannot be raped "?

Prosecutors then followed with leading questions that

encouraged the jurors to put aside their biases and be
objective in their deliberation. Examples of these questions include:
You understand, do you not, that you are only

to consider the evidence presented to you at
trial, and ncit what ybu may remember about a
ti

television program or magazine article?
You understand, do you not, that even if you

disagree with the life styles of either the
defendant or the victim, you are not to judge
the case because of your biases, but upon the
facts of the case?
Do yo11 understand that even if you disagree

with the law as outlined by the court, you
must follow that law?

question is v'eattaherapedand to

must look at the facts

The sequence of ,questions allows the prosecutor to
identify a few candid jurors whoie attitudes make diem
unacceptable for the case. For the remainder of the panel,
these questions should suggest the existence of prejudice
in, everyone and the need to place such hisses aside. The
ultimate goal of the prosecutor is to have the jurors bend
over backwards to be fair to the victim.

b. Questions which explore the background of the
juror. These arc questions which pro utors ask in virtually every felony case. They include in iries into educa-

tional background, occupation, hobbi s, community
groups, subscriptions and family ties. ne particular
subject mentioned ofson by prosecutors concerns the
juror's experience with crime and the criminal justice
system. Some of these questions include the following:
Have you or a member of your family ever
been the victim of a crime?
you know anyone who hasteen the victim
of a serious felony?
Have you ever known anyone vino has bten
the victim of a rape?
Have you ever known anyone who has been
accused of rap_ e?

inally the prosecutors would exact a promise from the

Do you have any friends or relatives in law
enforcement?

rs to obey the law as given by, the judge and to
deliberate only with reference to the evidence. These
questions might, include the following:
Will you promise me and the defense counsel

that you will put your attitudes toward life
style . and sexuality aside and take a fair,
unbiased look at the evidence?
It is easy to be a Monday morning quarterback
and say here is what I would have done in that

situation. Can you promise that you will put
aside yourpe rsonal opinions and consider the
evidence as presented'?
You may find that you do not like the defendant or even the victim in this case; nonetheless, can you promise both the defendant and
the state that you will put aside your personal
judgment and consider the case on its facts?

The prosecutors suggested that the value of these
promise questions could be realized in rebuttal argument. For example, in arguing a case which involved a
eofisent defense, the prosecutor might assert:
Now you may not have liked the people that
testified in this trial, and you may have had

difficulty understanding why the victim did
what she did, because you would never have
done that. But what you might have done or not
done is unimportant, and you cannot consider
it. Each of you promised me before this trial
began that you would not judge these people's

life styles. You promised that you would put
aside your personal biases. It is not enough to
say that the victim was naive
)01i sh The

.

Have you ever had any bad experiences with a
law enforcement officer?

These questions may reveal that the juror has had a
negative experience with law enforcement or has had a
friend or relative accused of rape. In addition, they may
reveal a predisposition to identify with the victim of a
crime. The goal of these questions is obviously to learn as
much as possible about the jurors in °Oct- to predict how
they will perceive and weigh the eviiance.

c. Questions ,which elate to specific afaeS in the
slate's case. Perhaps the most important questions that
can be asked in voir dire relate to problem areas in the
prosecutor's case. The orosecutorAay be able to expose
weaknesses in a manner that steals the issue from the
defense and Minimizes its impact. Under the guise 'of
exploring possible prejudice the prosecutor hopes to present his case in a sympathetic light.
Several prosecutors who were interviewed sought to
alert the jury to the lack of e vidence in their rape cases in a
manner that made this weakness understandable. Rather
than have the jury speculate on the absence of additional
evidence, these prosecutors believed that jurors who were
alerted to the problem would pay more attention to evidence that was presented. Examples of these questions
ude:

Do you understand that rape is a crime that
occurs in the darkness of night, usually without witness and never in front of a crowd?

If the law instructs you that you can convict
the defendant even on the testimony of one
Ng/linen, will you be able to follow that law if
you believe that witness beyond a reasonable
doubt?

latter question forces the juror to consider a c
that is weaker thus the prosecutor may present. If the Ode

introduces three or four ,viitnesses
the jury should be
J
reminded in rebuttal that they agreed to convict on the
testimotty of only one_ .
Many prosecutors believe that juries have particular

difficulty with cases in which the victim offers little
resistance. These prosecutors approach the- issue through
voir dire in a nurrt5er of different ways:
Would you expect the victim of a rape to risk
death or hospitalization in order to resist a
sexual attack?
Of the law instructs you that resistance is not
required under all circumstances; can you
promise me that you will follow that law?
Even if you personally disagree with that law?

Under what circumstances can you foresee
that resistance would be foolhardy and
dangerous?
Have you ever been in a situation where a
person of greater physical size and strength
has threatened to kill you unless you did what

he said? Are xou able to imagine what that
would be like?

Once again the prosecutor can ask the question in an
exaggerated fashion so that thejury will agree with him in

a situation more troublesome, than the one he hopes to
present at trial. He can later remind them that they were
willing to convict if there was no resistance; in the case he

presented the victim did indeed offer significant resistance.

If the victim in the case acted in an unusual way, the
prosecutor might raise this issue in voir dire by suggesting

that what the victim did was perfectly understandable
given the circumstances. Prosecutors suggested the following questions in these circumstances:
Have you ever heard about incidents where

now makes you biased against this woman?
Do you think a cocktail waitress cart be raped?
Is thefe anything about being a cocktail waitress that makes one less worthy of the protec-

tion of the law?
Can you promise the state and this court that
your personal opinions, no matter what they
are regarding the parties in this cue, will not
interfere with your deliberation on the facts?
Occasionally, the prosecutor will isolate one important
characteristic of the case, such as hitchhiking :.
Do you know of anyone in your family who
hitchhikes?
Have you ever hitchhiked?
If you were hitchhiking and were robbed,
would you say that you were 'asking for it "?
Do you think that the robber would not be
guilty of robbery just because you were hitchhiking?

Where the jury composition includes several minority
members, prosecutors have attempted to utilize this fact to
their advantage in the following manner:
Do you believe that all citizens have basic civil
rights that must be protected by law? Would you
agree that this is true regardless of age, religion,

race or wealth? Would you also agree that a
woman has a civil right' to be free from having
sexual intercourse unless she is a willing partner?

Obviously there is a great variety in the potential styles
and content of voir dire questions. Depending upon local
law, the indulgence of the trial judge, the facts of the ease
and the personality of the prosecutor, the voir dire examination can be an important opportunity to identify problem jurors and introduce important aspects of the case.
Choosing particular jurors. Prosecutors were asked
what types of jurors they wanted to have sit on rape trials.
While one would expect that criteria for selection would
vary as a function of the facts of the rape case, there was a
remarkable lack of unanimity even when a constant set of
'facts was assumed.
Many prosecutors did not distinguish between jurors

people run back into their bottling home to

selected for rape cases and jurors selected for other

retrieve a piece of costume jewelry or a favor-

felonies. These prosecutors sought jurors who were pillars
of the community ----who had a long job tenure, a home, a
rnortgage,_a family or any ot her c haracte ristics suggesting
they were interested in protecting their own achievement

ite dress? Can you understand what fear and
shock can do to one's common sense?
I f the partie s to this ease did t hi ngs t hat you

n

the quiet cairn of the courtroom, find strange
or Foolish, could you try to place yourself in

their predicament to understand why they
may have done what they did?
Some prosecutors fear juror reaction to the particular
life style of certain victims They suggest exploring t he
issue in the following ways:
%_)

is You will learn that the victim in this case
works as a cocktail waitress is there sonicthing about the nature of that joh that even

from those who would not abide by the law.
Other prosecutors were concerned that these types of
jurors would be unable to identify with many rape victims,
and as a result, these-prosecutors distinguished most rape
cases from other felonies. Middle-class and middle-aged

jurors, who would be acceptable in must other felony
cases, might judge the victim.barshly for hitchhiking,
going uneso mei] II, a Loom of ow limp. a mon to her
apartment. 01 particular concern were middle-aged
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women.
women, who might be extremely critical of
The possibility that these women might ju4 victims by
their own standards of conduct and caution vas thought to
pose a considerable risk if the evidence of resistance was

minimal and the victim's actions were interpreted as
suggestive. These prosecutors preferred younger, more
liberated women as jurors on rape cases even though these
same women would be unacceptable on other cases, such

as those which involved certain drugs.
Generally, prosecutors sought jurors who would iden-

ify more readily with the victim than the defendant.
Young men, if the facts of the case were not brutal, might
identify with the defendant. In contrast, -older men might
be more interested in the proper behavior of young men

and display's paternal concern for the victim. Men and
women with female children of the victim's age were
expected to be good jurors if the victim's activities were
consistent with what one might expect from atlaughter.
On the other hand, jurors with male children were less
acceptable since they might be more inch tied toe xc use t he

behavior of the defendant.
The preferred racial composition of the jury was dependent upon the race of the victim and the defendant. Where
the parties were of different races. prosecutors believed it
was unwise to have many jurors of the defendant's race

unless the defendant's racial connection to the jurors
could be overcome. If the defendant's actions or back.
=
ground was significantly foreign to the juror, then the
racial similarity was believed to be less imponant.
Prosecutors generally sought jurors with whom they
felt comfortable. Such jurors may more easily identify
with the prosecutor and the victim than with the defendant

and, possibly, the del rfciattorney.
Many prosecutors agreed that it was difficult, if not
impossible, to accurately predict jury sentiment based on

noir dire. They suggested that the prosecutor should
attempt to select stable, respectable citizens with whom
the prosecutor could easily communicate If the case was
convincing to the prosecutor, then the prosecutor should
be able to convince the jury.
Unfortunately, there are very little data available on
what kinds of jurors are best for (ape cases. While there
has been some research on jury sel'eetion in political"
trials, it is questionable whether this has general applicability to all criminal cases or to rape cases in panicular.
While prosecutors were quite will ing to theorize on their
notions of jury selection, most were quick to disclaim any
scientific basis to their beliefs

evidence should fit. It is the conceptual framework that
unites the evidence into a consistent *mid convincing

portrayal of events. The theory of the case is often
formulated in anticipation of defense argumint, for the
state's case, especially in rape cases, can be tailored to
what the defense will allege. This chapter explores trial
strategy by reference to possible defenses and their related
theories of the case.
Consent defense. The case in which consent is raised as

a defense focuses on whether the victim voluntarily and
within)/ engaged in sexual intercourse. (See discussion
of the 'e&sent defense in Chapter III.) The identity df the
parties and the fact that penetration occurred are usually
conceded. The victim contends that she was forced to
engage in intercourse while the defendant asserts that the
victim was a willing partner. The prosecutor's strategy
should be to demonstrate, through evidence and argumenothat the victim's story is more believable than that
of the defendant. To achieve this goal, he can employ
several strategies.
Since the victim must suffer humiliation and invasion
of privacy to ptrrsue prosecution, the prosecutor should
point out how unlikely it is that the victim fabricated her
story. The prosecutor should take advantage of the media
portrayal of victim harassrnent and demonstrate the ordeal

that the victim has gone through. Not only should the
victim testify to thererrible details of the rape, but the juoi
should be aware that she has been forced to tell this same

story to strangers in the police department, the local
hospital, the prosecutor's office and various public courtrooms_ The prosecutor may go so far as to suggest that if
,
the victim wanted to "get '' the defen
there are surely
the details of
easier wayS. The prosecutor should not s

either the rape or the reporting process; th jury should
consider itself obligated to the victim for the suffering this
crime has caused her.
Since credibility is central to the case, the prosecutor
should portray the victim as honest, candid and forthright
while the defendant is cast as evasive, inconsistent and
untruthful. The consistency oft he victim's story should be
emphasized. Even though she has been forced to repeat

the story of the rape numerous times, it has remained
.4basically the same. In contrast, any changes in the defenshould be e xploi ted. The smallest fabrication
dant 's
..'peripheral poi nt can stand for the proposition
on the
that if he would lie about sOrnething insignificant, surely
he cannot be trusted on the central issues of the case. The
prosecutor can argue that while the victim has little to gain

and much to suffer by the defendant's conviction, the

7.3 Trial Strategy
The actual presentation of the state's evidence and the

tone and content of the prosecutor's arguments follow
I Non the development of a Ikon. of the case This theory
is the -story line- of the case, into which every piece of
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defendant, on trial for a serious crime, has every reasonao

shade the details of the rape If the defendant has an
admissible criminal record, this should obviously be emphasized

The defendant should b"ecatt as Ile' agg

and the

as hit:prey. If the victim used poor judgment or

obs'irvation. This can be done by breaking doWri the

displayed naivete, this can be turrsed to the state's advantage. The prosecutor can suggest the victim's vinnerabil-

incident into its component. parts. The victim should not
only describe the appearance of the defendant, but also
carefully destribe his actions and movements, so that the
length of the observation appears extended. Short time
spans can be exaggerated by the standard device of the

victim-

ity in contrast to the defendant's willingness to take
advantage .of her.
The ultimate success of the case may depend upon-the
presseetitor'S ability to coin borate the victim's story. Any

evidence suggesting the defendant's use of force either
directly, through injury or torn clothing, or indirectly,, by
indicatiqns of the victim's. emotional state immediately
after the 'ape, can be critical. Photographs and illustrations can suggest how unpleasant the scene of intercourse
was, while a map might demonstrate the availability of a
more congenial setting for consensual intercourse.
The prosecutor should plan the entire case presentation
with goals and strategies such as these in mind. Votr dire
could explore issues of consent and resistance while the

opening argument might stress the internal logic of the
victim's story and how it is corroborated in every important detail by numerous witnesses. The witnesses
themselves might then be presented in a_ parade, each
contributing a little more to the details surrouriding the
rape. This should increase jury e xpectarions regarding the
victim and mark her testimony at the end of the state' s case
as the climax of the trial. It is often beneficial to have the
victim on the witness stand at the end of direct testimony,
just before the court recesses for the day. This may leave a
favorable, lasting impression with the jury. If the victim is
expected to be quiegweak, she might he introduced as the

prosecutor looking at his watch for the ten or fifteen
seconds mentioned. In the quiet courtroom with the brutality of a rape in everyone's mind, time can appear to;

move very slowly: If the scene ,of the observation
changed, each new distance, lighting, and perspective
should be reviewed. It should appear thatihe vic
made a series of independent observationi, each
ins the last and 'clarifying the next.

In addition to describing the rape itself, the
sheuld spend a considerable remount of time in
examination describing the -subsequent process o
tification conducted by the police. The nature of
photographic montage and the range of choice available to
the victim shouldbe explored. She should carefully articulate which features in the photograph convinced her that

this was the t'apist. Of course, these should be the same
features that she prey lively described when depicting the
events of the rape itself. This process should be repeated.
with reference to the corporal lineup. The photographic
montage and lineup photographs can be submitted i
evidence; normally they demonstrate that the ideptffica,
Lion was not influenced by the police. The purpo of this
repetition and concern for detail is to em phasize the

first witness with the remainder of the case devised to
show how her story is corroborated.
All of these steps should lead to closing argument and
rebuttal. Many trial attorneys suggest that final arguments

victim' s certainty concerning the defendant's identi fleaThis should obviously be climaxed with the victim
decisively pointing to thedefendant as the rigan whosaped

should be the first pan of the trial that are prepared; the [Vs(

Police witnesses can be used to corroborde the victim's
description of the identification techniques/ By outlining
the procedures regarding photcsgraphice4and corporal
lineups the police can demonstrate the'professionalism
and neutrality of the process. Furthe 'ore, they can report
the reaction of the victim when she id ntified the suspect.
Since this does not go to the: 'truth" o_ the identification,
it may be admissible to show ttat an idemification was
made, Police witnesses can also be used to show othdr

of the trial acts to provide the foundation for these arguments, in the consent case. this is particularly true because
jury prejudice and the usual plausibility of the defense are
difficult factors to overcome. The prosecutor must try to
shape jury attitudes through the presentation of evidence
and persuasive argument from the beginning to the end of
trial.
Identific(th opt defense'. The primary strategy in an iden-

tifieatieer case is to bolster and corroborate the victim's
in -court identification of the defendant. I See discussion of:
identification defense in Chapter III. I This can be done
through direct examination of the victim. testimony of

corroborating witnesses and effect ive argument.
Direct examination of the viCtini in an identification
ea tie is obviously critical. Great attention should he paid
not only to the victim's description of the defendant at the

time of the rape but to the conditions under which the
victim observed the defendant. The lighting, distance,
perspective and time involved should all be presented in
such a way as to suggest the possi briny for accurate

_

her.

methods of identi fic ati on were employed. Juries may have"
corne tee expect identification to be proved by t he matching

of fingerprints, lithe police have not co `sidered this an
-astute defense attorney may suggest it to

ern. The police

should be able to explain how they a tempted to find
fingerprints and other evidence of ident neation or why
that approach was impossible. The absence of such-evidence should not provide a basis for jury speculation.
Any evidence which corroborates the victim's identification is critical. This could include testimony iti<the
defendant was in the area at the time of the incident. It
could include facts related by the victim that only a person
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who saw the defendant unclothed would know. The
extraordinary proximity of the victim and her assailant in a
rape case should be exploited.

Diagrams, maps and photognphs can be usefully
employed to demonstrate the victim's opportunity to
observe the defendant. This not only will clarify her
presentation of the eventsa but special features such as
exact distances, lines of sight and light sources can be
marked for emphasis.
A common defense tactic inidentification is to d well on
the initial description of the serspect,-acci point out how the
description does not match the defendant. Either details

were omitted which appear significant, or details were
added that do not correspond to the defendant. The
prosecutor can effectively counter these points in argu-

ment by distinguishing between "description and
"identification. Description is inevitably vague and
inexact, for it requires the transformation of a visual
image into words. Inaccuracy of description does not
mean an inaccurate Went ifiCation. The latter is the recog-

nition that the visual impression matches the person
identified.

One prosecutor described a particularly successful
technijue to distinguish description trial' identification in
the juror.* minds. In argument, he asks the.jorors to look
directly at him but to describe to themselves what the
person sitting next to them looked like the day het-ere. The

prosecutor might ask what the color of the juror's blouse
orthirt had been, ifthat juror had worn any jewelry. and to

estimate the juror's height arid weight. obviously the
exercise would he quite difficult. The prosecutor then asks

the jurors whether if they saw that person again, they
would be able to recognise him or her. The point is made
that descriptions are fraught with error, especially under
the unrealistic scrutiny of cross-examination.

If tht defendant does not look like a rapist. the
. prosecutor should he sensitive to possihle jury reaction.
This could be explored in vrlir dire where jurors could he
instructed that rapists exhibit tew earl nu ai characteristics'
and may have normal sexual outlets. Such handling can

undermine a defendant who is attractive and who may
even have a wife, chitdrertfir a girlfriend in t he coon room.
In a consent case. the defendant 's iinpresske demeanor
may he exploited to suggest how he coo
aye influenced

the victim to associate with him prior ioi the rape
If there is an alibi in contunctinn with the normal
identification issues. it is iniporta in that the proseeirtia
well prepared. Each defense mines- should be toter
viewed prior to trial and us 101
1(1112',, present so
that inconsistent statements inside at Irial c,ifl 1-)t: 1111
trial. the al ihi us a ream! , should he s,_liled
pc ached
t

from the courtroom w he n tint b.: sit 1)1 lig and liruhihucil , IS
much .is
Ili.111
hose testified. I he truss -e

should emphasize bias and incepsistencies. Their relatioaship to the defendant should hi carefully explored.
While their memory,of such obvious details as the time
when they were with the defendant may be perfect, they
many not he able to rwember more peripheral details such
as where everyone(sat in the room, what words were
spoken or what clothing was being worn. If the prosecutor
asks each witness to diagram the seating. arrangement or
quote the words of the defendant, dramatic contradictions
may appear. In addition, each -Witness .could be asked
when he first learned that the defendant had hee n charged
with rape when he first came forward wit is story and to
whom it was told. It can then be emphasize
:v
in Ionised the police or the prosecutor that the man charged

with rape was with him at the time of the crime and so
could not have committed it.
Though identification is the key eleme nt in the case and
penetration may be conceded, the prosecutor should still
explore the rape in all of its terrible details. Inevitably the
defense will attempt to brush this aspect aside by conced-

ing the horrible nature of the assault. The prosecutor
should not succinnb to the temptation of glossing over
these facts lightly, for he must provide a reason. for the
jury tic convict. He must try to create a situation in which
the 'PI ry desperately wants to convict, and then demonstrate that all the evidence points directly tothe defendant.
nse. The psychiatric defense often
Parchiamic
arises in cases where consent and identification defenses
are ant ikely. given the strength of the state's case. (See
discuss ion of psychiatric defense in Chapter
Depending on state law, the psychiatric defense can represent a
favorable option for the defendant. The defendant might

prefer a verdict of not guilty by reason of insanity" to a
conviction tor rape. for this may allow him to serve a
shorter sentence in a hospital setting. The prosecutor's
response to this defense is virtually the same in any
felony.
The prosecutor should order his case from the beginning to suggest that the defendant has some advantage in
pie ad ine an insanity defense and that he actual ly. calculated the entire come. The jury can he questioned during

laat dire about the legal requirements of insanity and
about their hias for and against psychiatric testimony. The
presentation of the state's evidence and the prosecutor's
argument,: should erriphasi7e the detailed planning of the

Lamle, the detendant's consciousness of guilt and the
appropriateness generatly

the de tendont

language and

;iet ions

The Ls ros,-e \animation ot the state ro, ch tat nst is USW
the Le% lu the success of the stale
case. I he
loit,,sing 1,, a
moat) of the general ads cc given by
l'etcl K osNtfis, Deputy District Attorney fur Ventura
i141111111a(1011 of
reetelim the
AIR

hr

s
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the psychiatrist
es of all
n

q may
ion which the psyc
Determine t
to int of
psychiatrist
so the state may establish that these assump-

dot* me ihcottee. note may, for example,
be contradicted by evidence the, state has
already introduced or even by the material the
psych 'atrist

his in his possession.
mine what the psychiatrist charges for
rvicei add his rate per hour. the hourly
end total fee may demonstrate that he has
.- spent little time preparing outside of the
courtroom.
Attempt to demonstrate that the psychiatrist
did rat investigate the case and prepare thorough Reference in the written material to
docu nts or to tapes might lead to questions
veal that the doctor did not investiwhi
gate ny primary sources.
The rosecutor May be a ble to suggest that the

odd enable them tb conclude that the defendant is not a
rapist. Clearly the witness's relationship to the defendant

and their conversations regarding the case can be
scrutinized. Finally, the.vritnesses can be cpnfronted with

some of the facts. of the. case. Often the yrienesses are
unfamiliar with the details of the assault' and can be asked
if knowledge of certain filets-woad have inauenced their
opinions regarding the defendant's character. If tbe ques-

tions are carefully phrased the witness will either say
_
and alinast becpme a state's witness:or "no" and
thereby suggest a strong bias.
The defendant The key defense witness in many crimi_

nal trials is the defendant himself. In rape cases, espe_cially where consent is an issue, he will often seek .to pit

his word against that of the victim. The defendant's
testimony can be thetsteongest part of the state' sCase

tm

cmss-esarnmation the prosecutor can demonstrate the
defendant's fabricatioq of his story.

psychiatrist is biased toward the defense. If

In trials that involve consent; the defendant's testimony
may suggesrthe same condescension and disdain for.the

'-the psychiatrist can acknowledge a long list of

victim that he exhibited at, the time of the crime. His

cams in which he testified on behalf of the

possible motives for the defendant to seek an aoccitiittal by

testimony may be an-attempt to establish his superiority
over the victim in a contest before the jury. One tactic that
a skilled prosecutor might employ in cross-examination is
to force the defendant to amplify on his distorted sense of
superiority. The prosecutor could explore in excruciating
detail, the various techniques that the defendant employed
to "seduce" the victim. Such a recital will often alienate
the average juror: for the defendant can be portrayed as a
calculating egotist with a callous disregard for his prey.
As a general matter, the prosecutor should be aware of the
various types of rapists that have been classified as a result
of clinical studies. This may help the prosecutor to under-

reason of insanity.° It can be emphasized to the jury that
there are only two people who can accurately report the
defendant's condition at the time of the rape. The defendant may have an interest in alleging his insanity. The

stand the nature of the crime and the defendant he will
have to interrogate."
Generally, the examination of the defendant in rape
cases will be similar to cross-examination in other cross-

victim, however, has no interest in the outcome with

cases. This is especially true if the defense involves

regard to this issue.
Once again, despite defense concessions,- the full horrhr of the rape should not be minimized. The trial should
not be allowed to focus entirely on the defendant. The jury
must be forced to consider the ordeal of the victim as they
reach a verdict.
Character witnesses fire rite de Ise. The defendant
may present character testimony, where admissible, to
demonstrate his good reputation in the community. The
prosecutor's response is to undermine the impact and
relevance of the testimony through cross-examination.
The prosecu
can explore with the witnesses the community i in wh
this reputation developed Clearly a good

identification or psychiatric issues. The prosecutor must
emphasize the improbability of the defendant's story and

.

defAse, he might be asked in how many'
cases he has testified 'for the state.
If the doctor testifies that,he determined no

tendencies towar8 sexual deviation on the
part of the defendant after interviewing the
defendant, the psychiatrist tan be asked how
he -can draw this conclusion after only one
hour under normal interview conditions.°

In argument, the prosecutor's strategy should be to
consider the inherent persuasive power of the defendant's

expert witness and within ethical bounds suggest the

.

reputation in the church community may not be relevant to
the defendant's sexual habits. The prosecutor can subtly
inquire into the training that the witnesses have had which

his attempts to evade the truth. The prosecutor should
exploit inconsistencies in the defendant's stories, admissions or actions which suggest a consciousness of guilt,
sue s to deceive the victim or the police, and prior
convictions. In the context of cross-examination this
usually requires that each basic fact be clearly and forcefully exposed; the conclusions to be drawn should await
argument.

The prosecutor should be sensitive to the limits of
cross-examination as well. If the defendant is a strong.
well-prepared witness, he may be able to reiterate or
expand upon hi% direct testimony. In the extreme case, the
Weak defendant may arouse jury sympathy. In preparing
cross-e xarninat ion the prosecutor should be aware t hat
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jury expects a vigorous attack upon the defendant. The
of the cross
nation may very well determine

ome ottkease.
Closing argmhtiro. The prosecutor's closing argument
,and rebuttal will undoubtedly reflect his personal style.
.

Protecuton who were interviewed suggested a number of
points that are traditionally emphasized at the end of the
trial. The jury should have no doubt about the prosecutor's

opinion of the defendant's guilt or the strength of the
state's case. While the prosecutor cannot render his opinion, his tone should clearly sugge it confidence in the case.

if the jury believes that-the prosefutor has-any doubts,
then there is no incentive to convict. The prosecutor
should-recognize and deal directly with ttie myths about

rape that may influence jury perceptions. By acknowledging these jury" concerns, identifying them as myths and
suggesting their inapplicability to his case, the prosecutor

will provide the 'jury with a means to overcome its
prejudice. Several prosecutors urged that the -ju,ry be
reminded of its responsibilities during argument. The
jury, as the conscience: f the community, ha. an obligation to reach a verdict.- It is the jury, and not the police,
wlio ultimately must enforce the criminal law. These
\rosecutors also emphasized that the rebuttal argument
should stress the seriousness of the crime. In this way, the

prosecutor can suggest that a guilty verdict will demonstrate the jury's concern for rape and its victims.

NOTES
' Of the 635 reported rapes in Seattle, Washington (1974) and Kansas

City, Missouri (1975) studied as part of this research, the police were
able to identify a suspect in 167 cases. Of these 167 cases, 121 were
presented to the prosecutor for filing. The prosecuser filed 86 cases; 45
for rape or attempted rape. Of these 45 cases. 10 resulted in convictions for rape or attempted rape. Only five of these convictions resulted from a

See Forcible Rope.' An Analysis of Within Ye Issues, published by
the National Institute of Law Enforcerhent and Criminal Justice, Law

T Ibid., p. 249, 254.
Peter Kossaris, "Trial Considerations ", Stow/ 4.isoulr; A Training
Program of the California District Attorney's Assocituion California
District Attorney AssoCiation, 1975. Set Harlan M. viipulett, The
Insanity Defense in Criminal Trials (St. Paul, Minn: West Publishing

I65).
See ABA Standards, The Prosecution Function, 6.1 (1971), Administration of Criminal Justice, (American Bar Association, 1974),
Standard 5.8.

Enforcement Assistance AdmMistratiorkpubli shed as part of this project,
Chapter RI.
This was the opinion of prosecutors in Alameda County, (0Al&nd),

See Murray L. Cohen. Ralph Garofalo, Richard Boucher and
Theiaharris Sworn, "The, Psychology of Rapists". Seminars in
Psychiatry. 3 (August, 1171)
301:3271 Walter Bromberg and

California, Kung County (Seattle). Washington and Wayne County,
'(Detroit). Michigan.

BlizabeM Coyle, "Rape: A Compulsion to Destroy'', Medical Insight,
22 (April, 197%4 prii. 21725: Fritz Henn, Martian Hersanic and Robert

This was the opinion among prosecutors in King County- (Seattle),

H V anderpealligorensic Psychiatry: firohles of Two Types of S ex
Offenders' ', AinerMon journal of Psychiatry 133 (1976), pp. 694-696;
Gay Fisher and Ephraim Rivlin, "Psychological Needs of Rapists",
British Journal of Criminology II (1971), pp. 182iI85; Asher Pacht and
James t. Cowden, "An Expiatory Study of Five Hundred Sex Offenders'', Criminal _halve and Behavior I ( 1974), pp. 13-20.

Washington, though there were no cases cited in which this result
occurred.

Ste Forcible Rape: An AntarriN 4Letoshalve ii sues, infra, or a
selected bibliography of the relevant legal literature

"Harry K alv in, and Hans Zeisel, The .4 merican flier (Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1966)
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APPENDIX TO cHAPTE71 7
t,

FOR
IN TIE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF
COUNTY STATE OF
NO
Plaintiff, r
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN
v.
MIME
AND SUPPORTING
JOHN DOE,
AFFIDAVIT
Defendant.
.

,Prosecuting Ancirney for
COMES NOW
, and moves the 'curt
County by and through his deputy,
for an order in limine prohibiting the defendant's attorney, the defendant,%nd any witness in
he above -entitled cause from inquiring of, referring to or,rnaking accusali ns in connection
= with any prior acts of misconduct by the prosecutrix and/or general reputa ion for chastity.
This motion is base.d do the records and files herein, the cittached supporting affidavit; and
.
the trial memorandum.
.

i

ao

Prosecuting Attorney
By

--7.

-

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

ing first duly -.worn on -oath de
and-says:
County
That he is a deputy prosecuting attorney for
and the (Ali' deputy in the above-entitled cause; that he is familiar with the records and files

herein; that the above-named defendant is charged with the crimes of rape and sodomy
; that said victim
allegedly committed upon one
; that said victim is u44ttarnec
will he a witness for the State of
child; that your aftiant tuis discussed this (lase with
and has
the defindant's counsel; that during this conversation
_
Mr_
suggested that the victim has a poor reputation for chastity; that
Mr.
infimw ation regarding t he victim' s prior acts or genera reputation for chastity is not relevant

sent charge; that such information is so prejudicial that its suggestion would
to h
precludd the plalthiff from receiving a fair trial; and that the 'use of s'uch information is
tontraWto the established law of the state of
.

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

Plaintiff's [notion In limitie
.and supporting affidavit ---

I

5I

BED AND SWORN to before me
day.of
, 197

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the st
, residing at

of

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE
STATE OF
NO
v.

JOHN DOE,

ORDER IN UMINE
Defendant.

THIS MATTER coming on regularly to be heard before the undersigned jud
above-entitled court upon the motion of the state of
, plaintiff, for Ni
order in limine precluding testimony concerning the pricir acts of misconduct br,the4
prosecutrix and/or general reputation for chastity on behalf of the prosecutrix, and the courtbeing fully advised in the premises; now, therefore,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that there shall be
reference made to any unrelated prior acts of misconduct by the prosecutrix andhur to the
general reputation of the prosecutrix for chastity.
DONE IN OPEN COURT this _
day of
, 197

Presented by:

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Copy received:

Attorney for Defendant

Order rn llmine

CHAPTER. '8 .SE TENCING
will agree to a common sentencing recommendation,
more often the understanding reached in -negotiations-.

The sentencing of the guilty defendant represents the
grip]
stage of a criminal case and perhaps its culmination.
a
The Underlying assumptions of prosecution come to l'
and the offender shotdd be addressed. With the exception
of the infratitierst aid, this is the most public part of the
crimnal
proceedings; the decisions to arrest, file charges
i
and negotiate a plea are all done without public scrutiny.
At sentencing,The public can obServe, at least in part, how
the criminal justice system responds to the clinic of rape

reflects only the prosecutor's recommendation. It will tot
as a recommendation for the upper limit of punishment,
and the defense attorney will advocate a sentence that-is
less punitive. Where the panics do agree on an appropriate
sentence there is no special role for the prosecutor. Where
they disagree, the prosecutor should be prepared to state
with reference to the facts of the case and the policy of his
officki, why the particular recommendation is beingrnade.
If the prosecutor does not know the facts of the case or the
repared to
basis for the recornMendation, then he is n
advocate that sentence.
Often the judge does not expects presentation or even a
recommendation by the prosecutor, he will rely on pre:

The prosecutor's role at sentencing varies greatly
among jurisdictiens. There are, as well, a variety of
fisdictions, the jury
sentencing prtc res. In
prosecutor
actually this the defendan 's seraenc
addresses the jury as he- w ald give closing rgumertt. In
jurisdictions in which the dge detenninesahe sentence,
the prosecutor may act as the ,presentative of the state in
an adversary proceeding, Offering kpeci fic sentence recommendations to the judge and articulating
their- ra., ..
..
... 2
tionale.'
The sentences that rapists receive vary greatly as well.
.I.

.

Rapists are subject to the death penalty in Some states and
routinely receive sentences of hundreds bf years'itnpris-

onrnent in others. In still other states, rapists are sent to
sexual psychopathy treatment programs or mental institu,
tions, placed immediately on probation, or sentenced to
limited jail terms.
The variety of laws, styles and roles is so great that
there are few conclusions to be drawn Or -recommendations to be made- However, three gerieral topies should be
briefly addressed. These include the role'of the firosecutoL

with regard to the rape cas'et, the nee4,i jot providing
information to the sentencing judge- aralh-eThvblvement
of the vibtim and the police at sentencing.

8.1 The Role of the Prosecutor
Though the role of the prosecutor at sentencing varies
among jurisdictions, his role vis-a-vis the rape case does
not end until the defendant is sentenced. Since most rape

cases are resolved by a plea prior to trial, the perform'
involvement of the sentencing prosecutor may be quite
limited. Often he will only have received the case file just
before the sentencing; rarely will he have tried th case to
its conclusion and be intimately familiar with the facts. In

either case, the prosecutor represents the state at the
hearing and must act to protect the people's interests.
Inevitablythe prosecutoris cast in an adversial relation-

ship with the defense attorney, who seeks a disposition
less severe titan the state. Wink occasionally the attorneys

sentence reports to arrive at his decision. Especially in
.these situations, a orgeccutor's recommendation or state-,

Merit of phalosoph(may be Ouitepersuasive. Perhaps it is
.

inrape cases that Such statements should be made. Because chi crime of rape has been so misunderstood, the
judge perhaps should be reminded that this is not simply -=
-another felony.

1.2 The Transfer' Of inforrnestion
Regardless of the prosecutor's role at sentencine,the .
judge will base his sentence on what he has learned abbut

the defendant and the crime. 'The information that he
receives may come from many sources. Most recently,
pre-sentence reports have been written by social service
agencies distinct from both the prosecuting and defense
attorney offices. It is critical that the judge receive A of
the relevant information that the prosecutor possesses.*
This transfer of information may take the form of a
memorandum or telephone call to the pre-sentence report
writers. It may take the form of a report written directly to
the judge with a co to the defense attorney. This report
should outline al f the factors that the prosecutor believes the judge shou d consider in making his sentencing
decision.
The contents of this report may go beyond the simple
written statements of the case file. If the prosecutor has
met with the victim and various witnesses, he may havesupplemental information regarding the defendant and the
seriousness of the crime. In addition, he may be aware of

information that would not be admissible at -trial, but
should be considered by the court. Hearsay information,
such as police intelligence reports, is admissible for the
purpose of sentencing.

,-

ing int

/

ovides more information to the jade.
i either respond intind or challchge
of
onnadon. This may turn the sentencelaborate hearing and force theexpenditure of

prostE odal resources_ not normally alloted to t 's function: P icy makers within thp prosecutor's-Of e will
ultimat ly determine whet* this type of-expend`
ncl- ure is

-

to justify hi s dec ision tcj them. This is especially ifnportant

in those cases whidi-haie been resolved by a negotiated
ptea, for the judo may have never seen the victim or fully
understood her o eal. Based only on written reports, the
judge's impression of the crime may be limited, if not
unrealistic.
It is sometimes argued that inviting the victim and the
police to the %entencing applies unfair pressure to the
judge, forcing 'him to be harsh with the defendant. It is
fuitherfargued that this approach or tactic may backfire as

wal-thw Ile and,/ if so, in which cases. If
been
traditionally perceived in narrow terms withi
urisdiction, such an expenditure may be
ed to change
judicial attitudes.
-the judge responds to the pressure rather than the merits of
the case. The judge, however, is a public officlial, elected
L3 Tile Victirn and the Police
As discussed in the context of plea bargaining (Chapter
V), the victim and the police41 Wo parties that may have

a special interest in the outcolte of the rape :case. The
victim may seek retribution or at least a conclusion to her

victimization. The police desire' a fair result that will
justify their efforts in the case. In addition both groups
may have information to contribute to the sentencing
decision. They obviou0-13a.ye a legitimitk interest ip
participating in the sentencing and being informed of the
result.
"
If the POliCe and the victim write to the Sc
ntenci ng judo
..
11!

or evert appear at the sentencing, the effect may-be ta
reinforce* Aate s position. The judge may be persuaded
bitheirinfOnriation and interest; at the least he will have
...,

or appointed to perform the difficult task of making
sentencing decisions. There is nothing underhanded about

oonfronting the judge with the public and controversial
nature of this clime.
Inviting the victim and the police to the sentencing
inevitably requires the expenditure of still more time and
resources. The parties must not only be kept informed
about the changing times and locations of Me hearing, but
they should be prepared forthe hearing itself if they want
to particip'ate. Ultimately, however, the amount of resources that should be eivended begs the question of the
aripropriate role of the prosecutor. If the prosecutor assigns a _high priority to the crime of rape, then these
functions may very well becofne routine.

NOTES
e ABA Standards; The Prose hoh Tune o
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utor is only one member of a criminal justice

:ing decisions without consultation and without regard to

team that responds to the eriine of forcible rape. Police,
medical personnel And victim counselors all have =Mill
roles in the development of ripe cases and their coopersdve interaction with the prosecutor is essential. It is Very

-ecutims give inadequate; guidance at the, same time that
they eXpeci the policeinfilainerfect oasis, Xheae general

important to the prosecutor that he have-good prefessi anal
eelationshipa'svfih these groups, for he Mint depend upon

them to investigate the case, gather evidence, testify at

number-of strategjerthroughout dielebuntry,:.,Many prosecutors have sought early involvement in,
complex eases stich as rape. Some prosecutor offices have

trial and Assist him in helping the rapeVietim. The purpose
of this chapter is to discuss these interactions and suggest
strategies that wilLmakirnize their effectiveness.

24 hour-a-day liaison with the sexual 'assault units of
police departments so that police and prosecutors can
work together from the time of the rape report. This not

the quality of the investigatiott' n complain
- coplain bat pros-

problemk of coMMunicatiqp have been attacked by a:,

only facilitates rapport between agencies, but enables the

9.1 Po Ike,
Police departments are organized in several different
ways to respond to the crime of rape; their organization

'structure may dictate the style of polid/prosecutor iA
teraction. Traditional police depanments dispatch patrol
offlers to rape calls, and then provide follow-up inves;
lative support by detectives a day or even several -days
later. The detectives may have little special training in
rape cases, an in most smaller jurisdictions they investigate many dther crimes in aCIdition to rapes. SeVeral larger
police departments have created speeialized sexual assault

units at the detective level. The detectives are often
trained to respond to the needs of rape victims and the
difficulties of rape prosecution, They either report directly
to the scene of the crime or begin their investigatiFin within
24 hours of the time it is reported. Thus, depending upon
the size of the department and its degree of specialization,
prosecutors will interact with a variety of police personnel. These police officers will respond to the crime of rape
with varying degrees of expertise, training and sensitivity:
Prosecutors and police were asked about their perceptions of each oth ' Many complaints were voiced which

may be endern. to prosecutor/police relations and not
aced to rape. Nonetheless, they seem to
specifically
emanate from a general lack of cayitunication that can
influence the outcome Of these cases. Prosecutors complain that the police are sloppy in their investigation of

crimes. They either miss important evidence or improperly seize, mark or store the evidence that is gathered.

They fail to contact corroborating witnesses or to interview them, adequately. Detectiva are criticized specifically because they cannot be relied upon once their case
has been filed. The police argue that prosecutors view
their cases superficially and make filing and plea bargain-

police to better perceive thrape investigation from the
prosecutor's perspective of possible trial. It also enables
the police to respoid more quickly and confidently to
ntially catnplexTegal problems such as when and how,

to arrest or conduct a search.:
Prosecutors have participated in the training of police
for, complex cases such as rape. The trading of infertruttion in the: context of training allows each side to
-understand tht-rair4e4 the` other. The prosecutor, for
example, can push the consideration of defense tactics
back into the police investigation so that the police can act

more expeditiously to close off possible defenses. The
paperwork requirements of the prosecutor can he better
understood by the police if the utilization of such data can
be fully explained. The polite can be instructed regarding

recent statutory changes, important case law and local
court trends in a mann. that will facilitate their daily
work.

3,1

Prosecutors have increased their efforts to keep the
police informed about the progress of their cases. There is
growing sensitivity to the inconvenience suffered by the
police when court hearings are continued or prosecutors
are unable to make appointments or return p ne calls.
Prosecutors and police have also met on a regul basis to

discuss current cases, to review general

blems of

personnel and to consider how past errors can be avoided.
Formalizing general lines of communication can facilitate
the spread of intelligehce information between agencies.
Police and prosecutors have worked together to create

standardized recording forms so that key issues to the
prosecutor will be consistently addressed by the police.
The diversity of reporting formats can be a severe problem
to prosecutors who work with several police departments.

Prosecutors have also' encouraged the use of standard
55

evidence-gathering materials such as the "rape- kit." '
The 'individual, trial
prosecutor may have inadequate'
,
means to developlitese programs. His responsibility may
be to alert senior prosecutors in policy' making-roles to
particular problems. In addition, however, the prosecutor

can set the tonefor improved police/progoitor relationt

clothing tears, , stains, dirt deposits, foreign hairs or fiberS7

Jisithin the CO= xt Of his own cases :. prosecutors who were
interviewed suggested several approaches to communica-

Obviautly, these observations should be recorded .with"

tion problems at this level.
The prosecutor should, make early contact with the,'
detietive who is responsible for his case. An appointment
afktfie made to diSchss the; details of the crime, the

nations at a later time,
The doctor should also gather data regarding, the ,incident and the medical history- of. the victim, The:inquiry
should assist the doctor in determining what to examine'
andchow to interpret his observations. Some data items
that the physician, might record are: 4

- timetable for its Prosecution, _what remains to be done, as
well as togerterally eiplore the 'strengths and weaknesses

of the case. -Not only is such ,aconference vital to)the

sufficient speCificity that the doctor cantreereate -his obser-,

Often the detective will sit _with the prosecutor at the
counsel table during,
-only does he assist the
prosecutor, but he -recognizes hi's central role in

Name and exact time of examination..
Name.of victim.
Address of victim.
Age of victim.
Marital status of victim.
Last menstrual period.
Is victim pregnant?
Last time.victiM engaged in consensual coitus,

the prosecution..
Prosecutors should not be reticent about criticizing the

Date, time and exact location where

prose"cutor's,Understariditii or,l'he case, but Wsuggests to-

the derive that the prosecutor respects his opinions. If
the prosecutor later needs assistance from the detective, a
foundation of mutual respect may facilitate cooperation.,

, police with regard to their work. It follo-ws that pros
ecuters should seek thead vice and criticism of the police,

.

of the victim should include reference to her emotional
condition. This can range from bewildbmtent and
orientation to shock, incoherency, fright: rernorse, or
indifference, The.doctor should also observe the victim's
general appearance with special reference to disarray,

Very often, both- patrohland detective personnel have
signifiCantly more exAkenaiti,r_crirninaljustice than the
prosecutor has; yet there may' be a tint of prosecutor
condescension:The goal is to forge a cOntinuingfirotsSional relationship so that the police ;and prosecutor ca=rd
depend upon.one another. Withoin this cooperation, the'
possibility. Of efficient and successful prosecution fall
.
cases is significantly di nished.
-

9.2 hiticlical Personnel

which may account for the -presence of
semen in vaginal specimen.

.

occutrcd.

ck

Was victim wearing present garments a
time of the assault?
.

Did viCtien know the assailant?

Did the asgailattlave a weapon? If-so what
it
type.
Did assailant bind the victim
.

Djd'atie-asssilartr anther bodily harm.
DAt I
dark caMpel victim to perform acts
d
trent:perform acts of buggery?
Did assegai; perform act of cunnilingus?
assagenvengage only in the act 'Of sexual

intercourse? .
Did the assailant insert a foreign object into the
vagina or rectum?
Did assailant wear a condom?
Did assailant have an emission?
What did victim do following attack regarding
.
hygiene?
Did the victim injure her assailant? Scratching?
Biting l Other?
.

It should he standard procedu?e in every sexual assault

case that the victim' is examined by a specially trained
physician. This may not only he important to the victim's
health. It may also he critical to the success of subsequent

criminal prosecution. It is therefore important that the
prosecutor investigate whether medical examinations for
rape victims are routinely given in his jurisdiction and it
such examinations arc conducted with'thc possibility of
criminal prosecution in mind. The purpose of this section
i
ot to insthet medical personnelobout their responsi hit=
iti
but to suggest to prosecutors what they might expect
ro
fmedical
examinations, hospital procedures and Medical personnel.'

The phy.vica/ eaamiat

ti. The exam ini lion of the rape

victim can be divided into three phases
general
observations of the victim; (2) the taking ot a limited
medical history; and (3) the physical examination and
(

I )

recovery of physical evidence. The doctor's tOscrutions
56

In addition to a general physical exarnination of the
victim, detailed gynecological observatidns should be,
made. Skilled physicians can detect subtle scratching,
bruising luid inflammation within the vagina which can
suggest the use al- excessive force though not necessarily
unlawful conduct. In addition, the doctor should examine
the exterior of the body for the presence of semen (especially on pubic hairs) and other foreign materials such as
hairs or fibers.
Swabs and smears are routinely taken and examined for
the presence of semen A swab" is defined as a material

S

who sc_ill pay for the s:slst
exaflhiflat!1rn and

the interior of the body orifice by swabbing" the interior of the orihce with a cotton applicator
(cotton swab) the cotton swab is sllbrrlitted to the crime
removed from

interior of th

I he hospital, in partnership with the psml ice and prosecutrir, jS obligated to assist the victim and encoutl4e her
to report the eminie
floc'unr aUnt tin! set Li lii nuitl y the proseclitic m c_c_il I
interact with one or more medicaersonnel who

gently rubbing the material from the swab onto a micros
cope slide; the slide is then sllbmitted for cxanination

aged and labelled with the name ot'th victim, the date,
the type of specimen, and the initials uf the medical
personnel obtaining the specinien In addition, it niav he
necessary to drav blood from the sictini, uhtsiiii head or

pubic hair samples or finerrail srapi ngs Once again
all specimens must he separ-atek packaged and marked
When medical or lahoramry personnel icii1sre fsriciim
materials from the clothing t the victim, the specimens
must also he carrtui! paskaged and iriarked Th
ruens should be marked with the nan ic of the ', iclili itic

iiie'ul ir il

mc

virti in regarding future medical needs, cimflil
seling sersices arid thc reporting of the ci inc

orifice with a cotton swab and then

Two swabs and smears should he taken from each rele vant
orifice All slides and swabs must be appropriatel
pack-

ii

what information is made available to the

laboratory for examination. A smear is defined as material
removed from the interiorot'tl'ie body orifice by :wabbing
th
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t) s_I

a

clinics or coin:mina y heVtlth tile aloes, In these prom bins

whereat Victim advocate is Involved with itease, or the
prosecutor needs assistance, he should make early contact

professional counselors are as allahle, often Ment -tour
hours a day, to assist the victims of sexual assault.' In
addition, several prosecutor Offices have initiated either

with the advcrcate and establish a working relationship.
Their primary concerns may he different, for the advocate
\Ali I focus, upon the victim and the prosecutor upon his
case; but the obvious overlap should provide a:Ptsis for
cooperation. The prosecutor should acknowledge the ex-

gener441 service prograins torcritne victims or specialized
rape programs where advocates perform similar functions

to those provided in private rape crisis centers " Close
cooperation between the prosecutor and these victim

pertise of the advocate by disc ussing the case with herand
asking her advice. 13y recognizing the im,portartee of her
role he can work to insure her understanding of procedure

counselors will not only assist the s let im. but v; il I het p t he

prosecutor in the development of his case:
Efrosecutors who were surseyed as pan of this studs
indicated that the active in\ olv etnent of a victim advLkaie
in a rape case can he seis valuable to the prosecutor
Prosecutors severally beliesed that rape vicriins need a
degree ID attention, assistance and 'Tinton:dot:Ill that the
prosecutor is unable to provide. et Veit trwonsitaints ot
his schedule. traintn, and col,: The V ICIj ikINivtate vVhti
has expenisc in the emotional occ.J., of iapc ICnlns to
iellisc the 1)111,1 n
,LL
V-ttttni (LNokql,,,WII
and thu, allow bon 1,,
The: woo., ret. fon, al

and her positive invol vernent with the case.
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Appendix to Chapter q
ASSAULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT
Form A

Patient Inter iew Form
Pkam type or,prnit all informat on clearly.
Pot explanition of each item, am corresponding number in amosiated protocol_
This report may be completed by any !Rented or certified health pro

lotaal

Date of Interview

Time of

Patient name

4.

Medical file no.

Patient birth da

Phone

Patient address

p

Permiution for Irqery

'nation and Release of Information

0 the 0 dicai staff

-9.scion Wi hereby grai

Hospital/Clinic /Private 13u,ros Name
10

Adtireas

J To perform a roc

untnattoo as m

31 liatesview

o release

Hans tit;o a

I

y pecirnesta tad c

011ie proper legal authorities

11.
13.
15

Or Parent /6um/

n 1g,rarutF

12.

Date

14.

Relation

Priit341 4thp411111c

Dale

Pollen ea deactiptton of assault (Record in patient-3 words= Include all spontaneoua Atter mem),

17.

Date of assault

1 at Copy =

Time .rf aatrtialt

r

I

rd ea 1'

4 M Colby

Pr- outOr

i0. Note indication of pain in patient's own words:

20. Check pain and symptoms mentioned:

skeletal muscular pain
abdominal pain
pelvic pain

21.

Has there been recent treat merit of any dUiordee
Yes

No

22.

tenesmus
dysuria
other

headache
bleeding
discharge

Heim'

Has there been any cl ansiang since the assault?

Detail

Yes

No

23. (Vaginal assault only) 1...N NIP

tits befase a

24. (Vaginal assault only) Date of last in cyro
1S-.

Additional remarks:

or ccrtifted health professional u an eye witnect in the body of events
I understand that the law Oalkier the titan-lining
surrounding potential crime_ What a patient/victim says t4 medical staff nay be actrnissable as an eIception to the hearsay rule,
and these statements may be important in determining the truth before a judge or Jury. I Agree to preserve these statements as part
pf this patient's history.
26.

Int rviewer signature
Interviewer
Interviewer nam

22.

29.

(If known) Termination date of This employment

30.

Interviewer fluent in English

c,1/41,tt Copy

iCa I R 5CP40 s

g

py

I--at ant

tr, CuPY

ASSAULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT
Form 9
Patient Examination Form
Please Type or print all information clearly.
For explanation of each item, see corresponding number in associated protocol.
This examination and report may be completed by any liceneed or certified health professional.
31.

Date of examination

Time of Examination

33Patiant Name

Medical File No
LAS

Appearance of patieneaclothing: (Check if yea),,t
Missing

Soiled or muddy
Damp yr wet
aloodlittams

Soiled
36.

Patient changed cloth

Leaves, grass embedded
Other as described

ccri asmult and arrival at cxeruwa

Yes

No

37.

Iteriaire clothing placed in containers separately and tagged

38.

Descrokc pretence of oolitic. c.,
possible source such as teeth cigaret te

-a,.

4,

scribe

esa,t

arcialC and sr, tnalLate

e photos or X-rays of patient

I

it CO y

di-

I

I,

Ccioy

osicoitfot

Describe extereaporineal or genito

/

41_

Describe internal trauma (Speculum and toimanual examination):
Lacerations present, Describe:

42.

Is there discharge?

43.

Checklist of iVoii,t

Nee- :ILK:

Yes

rri=ritat t. ou

rrtr of

El

Patien

Li

Patient sacs tank

Li

Par tent

f nr I
non-

I

unable

y and con ElAiuGlly r,A a by

f laughs, Jokes with those at

iad

t

a At ajj,

tank

A

r, cottsravualy

O

Patient expresses feat hat his/her body was broken, permanently damaged Of Om,

0

Patient exhibits serious breaks with reality, e.g. sensory, auditory or visual hslincinationa

d hi some Way.

Patient expresses tears ut falling apart. gurus crazy, disappearing,

Li

Patient refuses to !rave the facility.

El

Patient expresses suicidal ideation.

O

Other

I

It

copy - Medic I

3r7 CO/Da FNI aat

4th copy - fro

k

Immediate Laborptory Examination of wet mount slide: (List source affretrd area and cheek result).

44.

List Source

Sperm

Areas

Presen

Sperm
Absent

Signature of Legal Authority reeeitind

45.

[El]

A

47.

[

Dry unstained sti:ra (lust Gully

Nonmotile

Dig sped, l =rl

AW 664

Fibers from patients body

4S.

mtillito
50

L

1

36

l

j

33

I

3
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tta
I2

J

2t.o....12 v.tictit

1

Sa
4
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tia

ix
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L

of patty
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SU ruund16, a 0.LAta

CIA nilS .a Sion

56

information, clothtug r,td th
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Sperm

Motile

effected a,.a (Ibi body ,

46.

is

t-1

Sperm

r

j

)7,
56

Dr town)

59.

e.

oiloe , llue,t, rn
Yes

-.tjti,

a=

shunt

I

Lalt ;LI

),

401t

iu (cant r and be

istn,

miint6

ASSAULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT
Form C

Patient Treatment Record
Please type or print all information clearly
For explanation of each kern, see corresponding number in associated protocol_
60. Date of treatment

61

Time of treatment

62. Patient Name

63.

Medical File No.

Last

64. Statement of Patient's Rights.
You have the right to - nudtrate and respectful ark by dun -tuna and nurse-

You have the right to privacy anJ ku.trtdrtittality tut y...111
meat

You have the right to full Ptformation abuu
4.

You have the right to refuse or choose treatment offered and

5,

You riroic int **hi

ICI

AJ

Ul iftedIL:AA mAluda

Cat Merit of

anion of medical service when you wish.

yL.,., 1.1.c health pi omerns related to this incident.

Tests given to patient
65

67

4t ennui,

-

Yea

Pap me-.

44-

fea

Uthe#

-9

Treatuicut sly

70.

VD prophylaan

71,

Med

72

Niedi,atina

73.

(Witt ttenisn..n given

ti,

Future IIcat.nent plan
74.

Transfer to a..other ili

75. Apurprument in 6 we

dit)
peal C.

Y tea

riace
76,

Referred for

nItt,J4-,a

tOr t. ri

.

